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DEADLY DUEL

THE HAGUE PEACE CONGRESS HALL

RAILROADERS

FOUGHT IN CAR

EVENING, SEPTEMBER 27, 1005.

WEDNESDAY
'

WILL ASK FOR

yp

Express Messenger and Decrease of Working Day
Which is Now Near
Former Messenger
Shoot to Kill.

Fourteen Hours.

BOTH MAY DIE BUT DIFFER

THE VETERAN RACING MAN
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TRIED ROBBING CAR BARON

KOMl'RA

LEFT

RUSSIA WANTS

FEELS SHOCK

GERMANY'S AID
i

Windows Against the Japs Whom
She Could Not Whip
and Fissures the

Which Cracks

at

Ground.
MASSACHUSETTS

In Story They Tell About the Michael Dwyer ;to be Taken
Shooting, the Messenger
to Sanitarium Paralyzed
Saying That
From Waist Down.
OTHER

aim

n

A' Uv

HviV

number

Go

PRIMARIES

CALLING IT YELLOW

PERIL

For Republican Stand Pat For This Reason Witte Waited
Delegates and Can-- .
on the Kaiser to Ar-

range Plans.

didates.

US TODAY

All

MANY SENT WITHOUT INSTRUCTION

A POOR

Gothenburg, Sweden, Sept. 27. A
severe earthquake was felt at 12:30
o'clock yesterday at Lunby, Hlslngen
Island. It cracked the windows oi
houses and fissured tne surface of the
ground.
The subterranean
rumblings were
quickly followed by the violent rocking of houses and the splitting of
inner and outer walls, driving the Inmates to seek safety out of doors.
The level of the ground In the eastern part of the island sank appreciably. The disturbance lasted only one
minute.

Grosse Romlnten, Prussia, Sept. ST.
M. Witte, by invitation of Empw
William, spent the night at RomJntaar
hunting lodge. The emperor brascW
the Russian statesman to the staUom
in an automobile.

SAMPLE OF GOOD FAITH!

yj

Decatur, 111., Sept. 27. John K.
Kyan, Pacific mail messenger on the
Wabash passenger train, and Edward
Greene, a former messenger, both of
Chicago, fought a duel with revolvers
In ltyan's car on the way from Bemeut
to Decatur, a distance of twenty
Each man received three
miles.
wounds and may die.
Greene says ho boarded the express
car at Chicago to go to Plttsfield.
Ryan, he says, permitted him to ride,
and he assisted Ryan with his work.
They began drinking and Jokes led to
a quar
Ryan says he did not see Greene In
the car until the train reached Cerro
Gordo and he believes Greene Jumped
In for the purpose of robbery. They
quarreled, according to Ryan's story,
and began shooting.
Just before the train reached Decatur, Greene jumped from the car, and
an hour later was found by the police.
None of the trainmen were aware f
the fight in the express car until the
train arrived in Decatur, when Ryan
was found lying In a pool of blood.

Chicago, Sept. 27. The Tribune to
Preparations are under
day says:
way for a coucerted movement on the
part of the big railroad brotherhoods
to secure a reduction of present working hours for railway employes all
over the country. The grievance com
mittees of the many western railroads
will gather at Chicago in December to
discuss the desired changes in working conditions.
The present hours of work on railroads range from ten to fourteen
hours a day, but in no case are they
fixed.
The brotherhoods, it is said, have
no Intention of appealing for a limited work-dabut have planned rather
to seek a general reduction which will
be proportionate in all branches of the
service.
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THE HAGUE, WHERE THE DELEGATES TO THE CZAR'S
MET.

FIRST INTERNA-

llU.NAI., PEACE CONFERENCE

-

WILL 8EE PRINCE,
BARON

AND

EMPERO-

R-

York. Sept. 27. Willi
iitm
GOING
visit of M. Wltte to the German
peror Is said to be in connection with
the coming of the peace confewwe
COLON DESTROYS
at The Hague, the real object of th
PANAMA CANAL
Russian statesman's interviews witte
l'rlnce Buelow, Baron Richtofen
Emperor William, declare a Herald-dispatcMuch
Property, Including
from Berlin, Is to arrange- - av
STAND PATTERS LEAD THE
Will
Mikado
Buy Wheat in
Try to Postoffice
REPUBLICAN PRIMARIES. joint policy to stem the danger wMek
and AH GovBoston, Mass., Sept. 27. That the has been christened "the yeUow
opponents
Make His People Eat It
Rice.
of tariff revision and oi peril," in the Kar East.
ernment Offices.
Canadian reciprocity, being also supporters of Eben S. Draper, of Hope-dale- , THE L00MIS CLAN
ROSE FROM SMALL MEAT
Something Doing in Korea.
for the nomination for lieutenant
SHOP TO HEAD OF TURF
FROM 10:45 P. M. TO 2:30 A. M. governor, won in the republican
IN ANNUAL SESSION
priNew York, Sept. 27. Arrangements
maries yesterday, appears evident today. The revision figures seemed to
are being made to take Michael F.
Hartford, Cann., 8ept. 27. Neartjr
Washington. D. C, Sept. 27. No 1904 was raw silk and waste, $.10,000,-40p.
Colon, Tuesday, Sept. 26.-1- 0:45
Dw,yer, the veteran racing man, to a
show that Draper had a good lead thousand members of the Loomls fa
was followed by silk manThis
In
a
showing
country
is
woild
the
sanitarium at Amityville, L,. I., where
ufactures, $6,100,000; tea, $5,600,000; m. A terrific fire has Btarted In lio-- over his opponents, although many lly were assembled in the Wadswortfc
FRENCH VIEW OF THE
he will spend the remainder of his more lively Interest in the Panama1 mats and matting, $2,300,000, and por- livia near the railroad buildings. Sev unpledged delegations were chosen.
Athenaeum Annex this forenoon when
TREATY life. Ha is mentally sound, but is canal than Japan. Word comes to tne celain and earthenware, $l,000,i00.
The democratic caucuses took place the annual reunion of the Loornia fameral valuable properties have been de
e
Paris, Sept. 27. The
today.
stroyed
are
There
paralyzed from the waist down.
burning
few
Is
among
and
still
fire
contests
the
ily association was called to order by
Japan is preparing to subsidize a
state department that no less than
treaty, made public last night, la
Dwyer rose from the proprietorship $2u,U0tUMM
President Burdett Loomls, oi Hartfbeen set aside by tne line of steamers for call at South northward. The railroad buildings so the democrats.
widely commented upon today. The of a small meat shop in Brooklyn to government hasengineers
are
far
postoffice
safe.
has
been
The
ord.
for Improve- American ports. The purpose It Is
official view Is that the treaty Is con- a high position In the turf world.
Ohio
destroyed.
If
Banker
Meet.
the
to
wind
shifts
the
After the business 0160110? Ctt
ments in harbors, wharves, piers, etc., said, is to get cheap wheat from the
formable to French interests.
north, the whole town will be Imperil
It Is
Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 27. Tne an- members present were the guest mt
increased ArirpnHnp Ttlto la r onni1onn
gieatly
accommodate
the
to
pointed out particularly that France JAPAN'S ENVOY LEFT FOR
nual convention of the Ohio State the Loomis Institute at luncheon.
shipping which the canal is expected a policy recently adopted by the
does not seek territorial expansion In
MONTREAL ON HIS WAY HOME to bring.
Bankers' association opened here this
government to encourage the!
The Institute, the rooms of which,
RE THAN TWENTY HOUSES
Asia. Therefore the status quo promorning with an unusually large at- are located in the Connecticut Mutual
years $9,000,-00- rauus n
past
elgbt
Within
the
OI rice, i
piuca
in
neai
New York, Sept. 25. The return of
DESTROYED WITH CONTENTS tendance. Tho visiting members were building, is a Connecticut corporation
visions of the treaty carry out French
has been spent on the principal which Is reported by Japanese sciSept. 27.-- 6:30
a. m. The welcomed by
Baron Komura to Japan began today Japanese
policies.
mayor and several formed In 1874 by members of thm
ports, and tne work is still entists to be less nutritious than the AreColon,
extinguished at 2:30 this responses werethe
was
when he left for Montreal.
made.
The convention Loomis family who have made begoing
foods.
forward.
cereal
BANK AT ORVILLE, OHIO,
More than twenty houses will last only two days, but a great quests for the purpose of building
Japan Intends to dominate the com- morning.
Thirty Japanese ports are now open
SUCCUMBS
destroyed.
TO RUN
were
of
All
Panama
the
pleasure
deal of work and
will be school on the site of the old Loomh
to the world's trade. At four of these merce of Korea. Already tne consuls government offices
Washington, D. C, Sept. 27. The METHODISTS MEET,
and leased build' crowded Into those two days. The homestead In Windsor,
where bars
there cleared In 1!04 Japanese" ves- report that the banking business In ings were burned. Hardly
First National bank of Orville,' Ohio,
In
anything
Cleveland bankers have made exten and girls between the ages of 12 and
total registry of 19,609,745 the hands of the members of that race, them was saved.
NORTH AND SOUTH sels with aforeign
closed Its doors today by order of the
preparations
sive
give
to
their visitors 20 will be taught In various branch
ships with a total and other lines are trending the same
tons, and
comptroller of the currency on acfrom other cities a royal welcome and of learning. It Is said that ultimately
registry of 12,092,615 tons. Osaka is way.
count of a continuous run. George C.
Ky.,
Leitchfield,
entertainment. The business meetings (1.500,000 will be available for tfelar
The an coming to be called the "Liverpool of
Railway building In Korea has gone CONSIDERING CITY
Cutts, national bank examiner, was nual conference ofSept. 27. Methodist
will be held In the morning, while the school. The school grounds win
Japan.
apace
the
during
past
on
the
,'welve
promtd receiver.
120 acres.
will be deEpijopai cliufch,. south, opened bote No country Is' o Important to months. Fully $8,000,i00 ha..;- Ui'H
CONTROL OF TRANSIT afternoon and evenings
today with a large attendance. Over Japan as a market as is the United expended In railway extensions at a
voted to pleasure . Tldj afternoon Cho
The homest d ha
scenfil ta
Bryan Off for the Orient.
visiting bankers will b glvfin mi au- tbe Loomis family by inheritance
250 ministers of the church were pres btates. In 1904 we took nearly a cost of about $30,000 a mile. The
San Francisco. Cal.. Sent. 27. Wil ent when
27.
Sept.
of
New
York,
The
board
through
and
city
tomobile
was
the
ride
called third of Japan's exports,
the conference
since 1638.
which gross value of the foreign trade for
Ham Jennings Bryan, Mrs. Bryan, their to order
trade and transportation Is holding a will be taken out to the Country Club, In the rooms of the Institute tfcerw
morning. Owing to the amounted that year to $159,000,000. 1904 was $26,617,487. of which
eon and their youngest daugmer. sailed illness ofthis
reniect'ng
totlay
to
a
consider
here
guests
will
they
Bishop A. Coke Smith, of Our share of this was $50,023,000.
where
be
of
the Is an interesting collection of famthe
was for Imports from abroad.
today on the Manchuria for the Ori Norfolk, Va., Bishop Warren A. Cand
port which has been prepared by its local bankers at a luncheon. The even- ily portraits, paintings, relics an4
our
In
1904
In
largest
Item
give
figures
population
the
The
latest
I hey will stop for a time on ler, of Atlanta, Ga., is presiding
ent.
at the commerce with Japan was mineral Korea 6,000,000, souls, this count In- executive committee) regarding the ing will be spent by some of the memwhich have been bequeathed by
the Hawaiian islands and expect to conference.
oils, $5,500,000, and the second lar- cluding Ham Keung, a province in the city's control of its passenger transit bers In the country, while the others members of the Loomls family.
reacn Yokohama about October 15.
In addition to the assignment
of gest, oflur, $4,500,000. But during the north, which was formerly undr Rus- service. It Is the opinion of the com- will return to the city and attend a
At the meeting in the afternoon Mr.
Just before sailing, Mr. Bryan said pastors, the conference will elect past fiscal year oil has given place sian Influence. Seoul, the capital, has mittee, as expressed in the report, theater party. Tomorrow a boat ride jonn
layior, president oi uct
I may want to stay some time
In delegates to the general conference, to cotton as
city
power
a
In
should
have
on
that
the
the
the river
the afternoon and
mis Institute, will deliver an addreasu.
the principal export to 2iK),000 inhabitants, and Is growing to
Japan and will also make an exten which will be held in Birmingham, Japan.
grants
of
back
Its
In
take
of
franchises
Chamber
social
the
session
Nearly every state of the Uniow vm
rapidly. There are 50.000 Japanese in
sive tour through the Philippines. It Ala., In May or next year. There will
to railway corporations and substitute Commerce are on the program.
represented by one or more repr
largest
purchase
The
Item
from
kingdom
of
coming
more
are
the
all
and
is probable that from there I shall go be four preachers
short term grants, revocable at its
four lay dele Japan made by the United States in the time.
tatlves of the Loomls family.
to Australia and New Zealand. In gates to be chosen. and
payment
pleasure
Indemon
of
stated
Aside from these
New University Opens.
India I have planned to make an in elections, there is little of Importance
nity.
Indianapolis. Ind.. Sept. 27. The In- LOST FIVE CHILDREN BY
vestigation of the English method of to come before the conference outside
The committee thinks that the sub- diana Central university, a new
FIRE FROM GA8OLINE
dealing with colonies. When we leave of the ordinary routine. The usual
ways constructed in the city will domPodge, Iowa, Sept. 27.
Fort
under
institution,
conducted
S.
NIXON
there we shall go up the Nile to the care will be given to the superannuat
inate and control the present subway, the direction of the United Brethreu children were asphyxiated anil InarmHoly Land. Then I intend to make a ed ministers, their widows and
and the surface and elevated lines as in Christ, was opened today with a ed In a fire that destroyed the tan
thorough tour of the European conwell.
educational matters will
Tk
and
full faculty. The university Is locat- of Frederick Adamson today.
tinent. I intend to stay for some also be discussed.
The committee recommends that the ed near the city limits and has sev- eldest was ten and the youngest threw-yeartime in every country.
The entire
mayor,
beginning
Y.,
next
27.
Sept.
annual
of
N.
at
The
the
Elmira,
the
old. The father had Rone to
eral handsome and well equipped
Journey will take about one year."
session of the legislature, and before buildings already completed. Other work and the mother was vlsitinc;
Central New York conference of the
the city shall grant additional transit buildings will be added as the demand neighbor when the gasoline stove ei
Methodist Episcopal church was open
franchises, shall demand that the leg- arises.
I ploded
ed this morning at Hedding church. Is Very HI
He Die Committee Will
Should
and the house was burned.
TRIAL OF ARMOURS
Bishop Henry Spellmeyer, of Cincinislature so amend the rapid transit
comgive
rapid
as
conferOhio,
to
Is
law
presiding
at the
the
transit
NOW BEFORE COURT nati,
Continued Testimony
mission powers to separate contracts
ence. Every afternoon during the
great
conoperating
re
for
construction
from
session of the conference
Chicago, Sept. 27. Arguments were vival meetings
tracts; to provide for pipe galleries;
will tie conducted by
begun before Judge Otis Humphrey tne Rev. C. M. Boswell, noted evan
to Syndicate
to contract for operating periods of
today in connection with the plea in gelist, who has general supervision of
years; and to
less than thirty-fivabatement to the Indictment against the city missions in Philadelphia.
enable the city to avail Itself, if need
J. Ogden Armour and other packers
New York, Sept. 27. Upon the con- shares of the Union Pacilic preferred be, of the power of municipal operacharged with combining in restraint
tion.
vening today of the legislative Inves- stock.
D. A. R,
New
of
Conference
York
of trade.
In a Northern Pacific syndicate the
Y., Sept. 27. The an tigating
Syracuse,
N.
ArmChairman
committee,
The questions argued were on de- nual
participated to the extent
state conference of the Daugh-- i strong announced the serious illness Equitable
murrers which allege insufficiency, in- ters
of $".("), 0O0 and the profits ultimately GREAT DOMINION
of
American
the
Revolution
of
terference and a number of other the state of New Yo:k, opened iiere) of Speaker S. Kred Nixon, saying that amounted to 41.3ti2. This was paid
EXHIBITION GIVEN And His Wife Reported
points under whicb it is claimed the today with a large attendance, repre- "in the event of his death the commit- in Northern Pacific shares.
Shot Mr.
plea should be denied.
senting every 'one of the eighty chap- tee will instantly adjourn."
New Westminster, R. C, Sept. 27.
The first witness was George C. National Convention of Postmasters.
ters of this state. The ladies of the
Victims
Mrs. Andrew
SULZBERGER SUMMONED
The Kreat Dominion exhibition was
In this city, Vau Tuyl, Jr., secretary and treasurchapter,
Onondaga
Dayton,
located
27.
Ohio,
Sept.
The
annual
WITNESS AGAINST ARMOUR
have made extensive pTeparaHons for er of the Albany Trust company, who convention of tbe National Postmas- - opened here today in the presence of
t lionsanils of visitors from nil Iiarts of
of Midnight Assassins.
Chicago, Sept. 27. Max Sulzberger, the reception and entertainment of produced a transcript of the account
association, composed of post-- ( the Dominion. Earl Grey, governor-master- s
vice president of the Sell warzehild & the visiting delegates and will be the which Andrew llaiin.tou opened Feb- ters'
arrlv-hers
offices,
opened general of Canada, and his btaff
of
Sulzberger Packing company, and K. hostess at a number of social func- ruary 'ii, lyuj.
today. Several hundred members! ed hero yesterday ami will attend the
H. Fish, one of the traffic officials of tions in honor of the visiting memJle stated that neither he nor the
dozen coaV miners, all of whom are
Special to The Citizen.
the company, it is announced, have bers. Among the principal guests bank had any knowledge of the pur- of the association are in attendance, formal opening of tho fair this after-Grea- tr
27. Andrew Italians, reside in close proximity to
M.,
Sept.
Gallup.
N.
12,lMu
preparations have been made noon. Nearly
Indians from
been subpoenaed by the government are Mrs. Donald McLenn, president-genera- l pose for which the checks were paid
resident of McKinley Casna's house, and these men are acthe convention ant! the visiting' ferent parts of the province have come Casna, an old
of the Daughters of the Amer- out of that account.
as witnesses in the beef trust cases
west quainted with the fact that Casna alw
postmasters
ill
be well taken care here to see tho governor general and county and living three miles wagon
HeDry Rogers Winthrop, assistant
to testify against Armour and other ican revolution. Other distinguished
ways kept considerable money at lis
of Cailup, a little off from the
visitors are Mrs. John C. Hazen, vice secretary of the Equitable Life Assur- of. Many social events and entertain-- ! pay him their respects.
defendants.
house to pay them off and to meet
murdered
was
Clarkville,
to
road
The exhibition will close on Octo
president general for New York, Mrs. ance society, resumed his testimony ments have been arranged in their
last night and his wife re- other obligations.
CHINAMAN ISSUED
Charles A. Terry, of Brooklyn, and as to the syndicate transactions of honor. The convention w ill last three ber 7. Among the special attractions sometime
It Is thought here that Sheriff, Cod-- I
shot. She may die.
FALSE CERTIFICATES. Mrs. William S. Little, of Rochester. the company. He said that in the days and many matters of Interest will bo a big Lacrosse tournament, a ported
Various reports as to tho cause of dington lias several men under sne-- ;
El Paso. Texas, Sept.
27. Before
syndicate organijMd to take the bonds and iiiiX)rtance to the service will be base ball tournament and a big rearrests will be
but picion ami several
gatta on the river. Stansbury, who tbe murder is being discussed, mothe immigration authorities finish with GENERAL CORBIN REPORTS
,
Issued on the reorganization of the considered.
- lll.'l.l..
...v, I,. f',.r.
robbery seems to have been the
' v Ulf.ll..
recently
du
Towns
defeated
for
tbe
Koiir It iw. an ivt r- - nthusiastic Chicompany,
I'uion
I'acific
Railroad
the
MUCH DAMAGE FROM TYPHOON.
naman, who ust il bis ingenuity In tryVermont W. C. T, ll. Meets.
gle sculling championship of the world tive, as Casna was known to keep
Washington, D. C, Kept. 27. In a Equitable Society was allotted $7fiu.-H- "
moANOTHER REPORT
ing to remain in this country, he may
Vt.,
27. The state and his defeated opponent have been around the. premises considerable
Sept.
Swanton,
profits
tionds
the
of
and
which
the
to the war department from
b
compelled to remain here longer dispatch today.
invited for a race, which promises to ney.
of
the
Christian
Woman's
transconvention
society
received
this
the
from
Manila
General Corbln rniorts
Tbe murdered man's son drove into THE ASSASSIN BELIEVED TO BE
than he desires.
'
of Veimont opened attract many visitors from all parts
damage done by yesterday's ty-- I action were 3.7UO shares of Union Pa- Temperance Union today.
AN AMERICAN
country. It Is probable that Gallup this morning, ami reported the
How was arrested
of
the
NO REASON FOR
Monday with great
attendits
here
session
The
preferred
cific
stock.
The quartermaster's depot
THE CRIME.
what tln immigra'lon officials say was phoon.
ance Is very large and enthusiastic. Scholia, the crack oarsman from tho crime to Sheriff Harry Cod dington,was
completely
destroyed.
ImmeFitzgerald
Participated.
General
a fraudulent certificate and he will be
United States will take part In some who. with several deputies, left
convention will last two days.
Special to The Citizen.
Wintbrop said that General IxjuIs The
prosecuted for uttering the document,
of the racing events. The town Is dlately for the scene of crime.
Gallup, X. M., Sept. 27. Andr
Fitzgerald,
chairman
of
finance
the
At 3 o'clock this afternoon the sher- which is a penitentiary offense. In THEATRICAL MAN mND
crowded with visitors anj the capacwas shot anil killed last nlah.
THEATER OVvTMER DEAD. coninMtee of the Equitable society, RlfJ SMFI TFR
ity of the hotels la taxed to the ut- iff and deputies had not returned to Casna
addition to sinning his own name on
by an unknown party, but believed t
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 27. Jacob subscribed for ILCW.nuO Union Pact a certificate that originally belonged
most.
Tho mimlpreil man Is n wolf known have been an American. Mrs. Casna.
to some one else. How Is said to have Lift, theatrical manager and owner of fic bonds and whoever held an amount
FOR ALBUQUERQUE
changed tbe description to accord to theatres in several cities, died today over the allotment of $750,000 to the
Italian coal mine operator, and sells was wounded in the breast by a but-- i
St Louis Wool.
murderer's gun. Me
St. Louis, Mo.. Sept. 27. Wool mar his coal by the wagon loads to the con- let from the
Equitable also received as profits S50
his own, and to bavo pasted his pic- at Yonkers, N. Y.
ket steady; unchanged.
sumers In an around Gallup. Half a will live. The Casnas lived a few
ture on the ccitiflcatea after demiles from town. No trace of tn
stroying the original.
The American Magalueof Minmurderer has been found and n rea- ing and Investment, in a recent
sou for the crime is known. Nava
Mrs. E. Mueller, and Mrs. J. S. Stevissue, says:
AND
AUSTRIA
.trailers are on the trail of the mur- enson and daughter, Alice, arrived
Plans for the blast furnaces of
MAKES
WAR
deter, who has taken to the hills. The
Mrs.
from Topeka. Kan., yesterday.
the Southwest Smelting and Reweapon used was a
Mueller, who a few weeks ago lost her
revolfining company have been comver. After doing the shooting, tae
HUNGARIANS
husband, is a visitor to Mr. ami Mrs.
pleted and bills opened.
tie smelAN
FAST
RUN murderer entered ti.- - hou.w, put one
Eugene With. S 5 Mountain road;
ter is to be erected at Albuquer- :i
the liht and featched the building,
while Mrs. and Miss Stevenson are
que and will bo the largest ever
but took nothing.
Italians here se- Hulapest. Sept. 27. A committee tention that the question oT the Ian- payirg a visit to .lorn S. Stevenson,
constructed in New Mexico. The ,1
lieve that revenge was tho cause of
the 'msliand and father, who has been of the coalitionists has issued a man- guage of command in the Hungarian
initial capacity of the plant will be
San Francisco, Sept. 27. The Pad- - members of bis party, which left with the
killing. Just prior to the shootlnn
here about four months seeking relief ifesto to the nation In reply to the pro- army must l,e entirely eliminated from 4 l.'.ij tons daily. It is the' intention
tic Mall steamship company's liuer, him for tho far east, July 8.
Casna heard a noise and went out or
from asthma. Mr. Stevenson has been gram submitted to Its leaders by the the discussion.
l,1""! tons of
eventually
to
treat
voyage
The
Korea
made
the
from
the Korea, arrived totlay from the Orthe house
investigate.
em ployed by the Santa Ke road at emperor-king- .
The wife
It is asserted that this is equiva-- j
ore daily at this place. The comYokohama without stopping at Hono- then heard towords
spoken In
Topeka for eighteen years. He Is
ient, beating the transpacific record lulu in a little
The manifesto declares that some lent to the
of the nation's.
pany controls home Uim acres of
over
days
ten
flat. The and a shot followed. Casna liigliss,
spending sonut months hfre. seeking points in his majesty's program are right to cou trot its own affairs in thobe
ground, formerly owned by the
entr4
several hours.
best previous record, held by the
house and fell dead on the ioer.
climatic relief from a disease which not in conformity with the constitu ma'ter for which there Is no legal
Jut ilia Mining company.
.1 Among the passengers were Socrc- sami vessel, was ten days and fifteeu the
was
ills
wifo
shot
beftSTag
while
all
tion, referring especially to his con-- authority
has baffled
medicinal remedies.
ovtr
t t ( I 9 'ar y of War Taft and most of the hours.
t I
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county, and in tlu complaint In equity
that the defendant, 1'cffecto Armljo,
be enjoined from acting or attempting
to
art as sheriff ami from attempting o
rkl)hH Daily aa Wttfcly hj
to take possession of the property periTh Citizen Publishing Company taining to the oltice. now held by the
plaintiff.
0
The claim for the defense Is that,
r tr win km tftraoch Um the governor'
ronnnlssinn held and
mmO m
I mmm Mttar.
presented In court by the defendant,
Armljo, appointing him sheriff, under
which he had qualified as provided by
There are at the present time more
iaw, entitles him to recognition by t lie than t!00 seed farms In the Cnltcd
courts of the territory until his title States farms, that Is to say, devoted
shall be declared Invalid In an appro- to the production of vegetable, field
priate proceeding Id court, and that In crop and flower seeds to be sold to
these cases the court should not go be farmers
Some of
and gardeners.
Official Paper f Bernalillo Count) hind the governor's commission. It is
p an at oiis are verv extensive,
conceded on both sides that the title ithese
as much as l.ottO acres.
fnat AftarwM DliittcKM.
to the otlice In question cannot be comprising
Cabbage seeds aie produced mainly
Urgwt CMjr in4 C.wtj OnvlrtiM.
tried in either of the cases at bar and l V...
,n,n .,a.llni,l..ln
" ' "
TIM Urgwt
Mkt ClrtoltttM.
,
that an action of quo warranto Is the ".on k Island,
Cu- In Connecticut.
and
u
QrenUtton
ir,
Aruma
Nortkwn
Urptt
,,r
LZUe.
T
Missouri,
come
from
cumber
seeds
'
.
.
..
,
.Wisconsin and Nebraska
,,
lions u nail necome necessary lor me
TIRMI
lUltCRIPTIOI
ar ralsP(i
for
my mO. mm rmr in
..tt.no ?.,"n.Hrrr..to 'Pf s,,a.s,"1.a',0.R-- r lall over the country, and the same1
.60
mj aQ. ana awntk
' ... . le""
true of melon seeds; but carrot1
:i -- ...L .J ..y
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from the far west. California pro- dure, the best and the greatest quan- ,
,
I
fas lor seen Hie ouittineu utiiii in,- neighborhood of Traverse, Mich., and
Wis., the outmit of fflat re-- i
elon belli free from the little worms,
'hlch are liable to Infest peas grown
elsewhere,
We send Immense quantities of farm
and garden seeds to Europe, but Import only a few kinds, such as fancy
grass seeds. Of clover and gratis
seeds we export hundreds of tons annually. Yankee clover being in especially great demand abroad.
Most of the red clover seed comes
fiom the neighborhH)d of Toledo, O.,
In which city Is the principal market
for that product. Nowadays clover is
quoted as regularly as wheat and
corn on the producg exchanges, and
the same may be said of timothy seed.
Iowa alone produced more than two
and a half million bushels of timothy
seed last year, and during that same
twelve months we exported over
wortth of gtass and clover
seed. These figures will give a notion
of the magnitude of one branch of the
seed raising business. Utah Is of all
the states the greatest grower of that
wonderful forage plant, alfalfa.
Onion seeds are gathered by going
through the fields and cutting off the
pods at the top of the stalks, tying
them In bundles and threshing them
out on canvas. Beans are allowed to
stand in the field until they are yellow, after which they are stacked up
until perfectly flry and threshed out.
Peas are permitted to get ilry and
hard in the rows and are then taken
to the barn for threshing.
To get
cabhage seeds, the stalks grown one
year must be planted the next, when
they run to seed. The same Is true
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No. KW Railroad avenue
Office bourt
nf carrots 'lie roots which have de :W
m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
veloped in one M'uson are put Into the p. tn.a. Telephone
462.
Appointments
made
around tin next and go to seed.
by mall.
Is
a
seeds
busi
of
vising
hat
The
LAWYERS.
ness reqn;:ini: no little tTpertness,
most klm! i t ini; gathered when not
Bernard 8. Rodey.
all of the f'Hli are yet ripe, because
Albuquerque,
ATTORNE
r,ih..rulK,. many of them would be
N. M.
Prompt attention given to all
lost.
to the profession.
pertaining
buMnesi
Melon cucumbers and tomatoes are Will practice la all courte of the terricrushed in a press and permitted to tory and before the United Btatea lar4
dernv to n.ute extent, the crude mans office.
being finally thrown into the water,
Ira M. Bond.
U P street. N.
,h ,;:., rise.s to the ton. the ATTORNET-AT-LiAbelands,
W.,
Waehlnrton, u.
seeds sinking lo the lttom, and
copyrights,
patents,
cavlsts,
letter patSeedbearlng
ing thus separated.
ents, trade marks, claims.
R. w. D. Bryan.
carried to the barn In
etables
Albuquerque,
ATTORN
sheets and U,.;, thrashed out.
N. J. Office, first, national Bank build- s
ra sed commer- - inc.
seed
Tobacco
,
ia
,o
ciuuy in .:.nnii. run
E. W. Dobson.
by the planters themselves and
ATTORNET-AT-LAOffice
Crom- fully saved from season to season. well block, Albu jerque. N. M.
of
with a view to the perpetuation
John H. Stingie.
valuable varieties.
ATTORNET-AT-LABulte 16, N. T.
This Is the case not only In Vir- Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
ginia and Maryland, but also in ConARCHITECTS.
necticut, where the most anxious care
is exercised in the selection each seaF. W. Spencer and V. O. Walllnc- son of the tobacco plants that are to
ford, rooms
Barnett building,
yield seed for the following year.
To scientific methods adopted in Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
seed growing Is to be attributed much
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
of the Improvement accomplished In
D.
F. MACROLLINQ,
many economic plants, the most caresurveying and
Civil engineering,
ful selection being made from year to
603 South Third street.
year of the mother plants for the next drafting.
year. This Is true not only of truck
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
and field crops, but also of flowers.
It is in California that most of the
A. L. Morgan.
flower seeds are produced, including
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
the bulk of the petunias, verbena, AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnlRhed; Job work soUcted. Automatic
nasturtiums, and sweet peas.
724; shop 911 North Second street,
In most European countries
there 'phone
Albuquerque, N. M.
are seed control stations,
PHYSICIANS.
at which seeds are tested by simple,
yet interesting methods, the work of
C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
sprouting them being done mainly by
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
young girls. There are forty such
stations in Germany, where they have President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
All
diseases
created suc h a sentiment in favor of pathy.
pure seeds, as opposed to the adulter- treated. Offllce
Barnett building.
ated stuff, containing more or less Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
weed seeds, commonly sold, that the phones. Sundays by appointment.
best dealers are glad to submit samOr, J. E. Bronaon.
ples of their merchandise for proof of
Homeopathic Physician.
quality, guarantees of which are re- Room 17.
Whltlna-- Block.
turned by the stations after examinaCLAIRVOYANT.
tion and trial.
The department of agriculture is
Mrs. Alice Coburn Hajrward, clair
anxious to establish a similar system voyant and business medium, 120
of seed control In this country,
if South Arno street Office hours: 10
congress ran be persuaded to enact to 1 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
the requisite legislation.
appointment
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lssued for service. Counsel represent- WITH AMPLE MEANS
Ing them were invited to address the
AND UNSURPASSED FACILrnM
court on the question and did so. The
conclusion reached by the court was
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
the governors commission was
OF ULSaOUEBOUE.
N. M.
ftiOTtilllJ IttM ladl IB0W1 01 application that
prima facie entitled to full' faith and
credit, as the act of one of the three
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
branches of the governAND
ment of the territory. And the venires
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
were according Issued to Perfecto ArCAPITAL, $160,000.00
Itt
iiHIulm hM to iMrwul to mijo, the holder of the commission.
OraaM Fvsurawa Ooitnunr. Drmrta.
In re. Parsons, lull I!. S. Reports,
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conclusive authority for the course
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,
there taken.
Asst. ejahiari
WM. MCINTOSH
It was not Intended by that action
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE A R NOT
J. C. BALDRIDGE
to prejudge the ultimate rights of the
A. M. BLACKWELL
o. E. C ROM WE L L
fWomafic I&3.
Boll 15. parties, but only to provide that the
necessary business of the court be not
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY
hindered or delayed.
In the orderly consideration of the
APPEALS CASE TO
cases at bar the first Inquiry Is whether the court can or should pass on
the validity of the governor's action in
SUPREME COURT creating
or attempting to create a vacancy In the office of sheriff, by removing the plaintiff, Hubbell. As It
Counsel for Hubbell Not to was claimed by his counsel that this
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
court should so act In order to a propvery
er decision of the cases at bar,
Abide by Lower Court's
able and exhaustive arguments were
Officers and Directors.
made by them against the validity of
Decision.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
the executive action. Counsel for the
M. W. FLOURNOY
vice President
defendants claiming that the court
FRANK
McKEE
Cashier
should not, in either of these cases
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
FULL TEXT OF OPINION
into the authority of the goverH. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
nor In the premises, directed their arguments mainly to that point. No deU. S. DEPOSITORY.
Ijite yesterday afternoon after cision can be made on that question In
Scaring the decision of the court these cases, which would be binding,
Authorized Capital
quashing the motion of counsel for T. even on this court in a quo warranto
$500,000.00
S. Hubbeli for a peremptory writ of proceeding to try the title to office. It
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
J250.000.00
mandamus to compel the district clerk would lie idle therefore to make such
to recognize Hubbell as sheriff and to a decision unless it is the duty of the
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
compel him to return to Hubbell the court to do so. After very careful
Jury venires which had been turned consideration. I am of the opinion that
over to Perfecto Armljo for service, this couit should take no opposite
Albuquerque Business College Opens
counsel for Hubbell filed a motion for course in conformity to the authority
Monday, September 4, 1905.
appeal to the territorial supreme of Conklin vs. Cunningham, 7 New
Mexico Reports, 41."), and Eldodt vs.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
court. The motion was granted.
Eng- 2
ship, Shorthand, Typewiltlng,
The decision just handed down rec- Territory of New Mexico, 10 N. M..
lish, Spanish and Mechanical
ognizes Perfecto Armljo as prima fa- 141. and that the defendant, Perfecto
of Bernalillo county and Armijo, Is by virtue of the governor's
de sheriff
commission and his due qualification REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES OF ENGLISHMEN
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
entitles him to perform all the duties
THAT
INDICATE
o
For particulars call or address
of the office, possession of the office, thereunder entitled to act as sheriff
MANKIND IS DEVELOPING INTO A RACE OF SOOTHSAYERS.
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
title shall have been directly
etc, until the title to the office shalla until his
OF ALBUQUERQUE
R. O. STOLL. Secretary.
and successfully assailed In a quo
liave been tried and determined at
warranto
proceeding.
ave
building,
Library
court's
Railroad
law.
The
East
proper proceeding at
London, Sept. 27. A series of re- bell to ring it, but changed his mind nue.
In Eldodt vs. Territory, supra, the
order, the appeal and opinion are as
experiences in mental tel- and walked away. The next day the
markable
says:
court
"But
evidences
of
the
title
follows:
ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
contributed by English- newspapers announced Daudet's death
CAPITAL
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Sherard
the door
the London
Bernalillo, In the district court, T. pointing power Is one, are conclusive whether
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M.
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N.
Dell.
is
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the human
S. Hubbell, vs. W. E. Dame. No. for every purpose, except when direct- a .sixth sense
Recently, while engaged on certain
in the form of wireless
We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
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law.
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the
United
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reappointment
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where
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heretofore Issued herein and the
He wrote of him as dead, when sud
,
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
may people to fortell circumstances affect- denly
O. N. MARRON, President.
turn of the defendant thereto, after scope of the gubernatorial pow-erD. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
question
the
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to
by
Is
ASSAYERS.
believed
itself
ing
Iondon
themselves
be
Messrs.
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reviewed
appropriate
In some
bearing arguments of counsel
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier. ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
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to Indicate That evolution is turn whether Bourguereau was really East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M
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del
of
remember
race
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developing
Into
mankind
plaintiff
This the court declares to be a rule
W. Dobson appearing for the
COOOOOCOCOOOOCXXXXXXXXXX)
initely,
put
and
the matter by until
and Mr. F. W. Clancy as amicus curiae of procedure, which It has adopted on soothsayers.
The next morning the
den R. Sims, a well known writer. ne"t day.
in opposition to the plaintiff, the court grounds of public policy and in ac- says
that he dreamt that his sister Papers had the death notice of the
taking Judicial notice of the fact that cordance with established principles
u passeu away
was standing at his bedside and told
Perfecto Armljo has presented to this of law. It is urged In behalf of the Mm
y,ot .Mtumn. waa innd
The npvt ' the day before.
court the commission under the great plaintiff that this rule is subversive
0
0
Innumerable other Incidents similar
hia uiotor rnilert nt hia hrflise and
& Heating Co.
aeal of the territory of New Mexico, of the right of the Incumbent of an ofThe
Plumbing
to
being
per
these
by
are
vouched
for
brother-in-ladied
had
his
him
told
signed by the governor of the terri- fice to retain possession of It, and of
sons of prominence, and they are thus
0
0
tory of New Mexico attested by the any public property pertaining to or during the night.
by Dr. McNaniara, a well
I. H. COX, Manager.
In use by him In connection with it,
Last year Mr. Sims was in Lau- explained
aig?aure of the secretary of the terriphysician.
known
Ixmdon
Pipe
Valves,
Fittings,
Fittings
Iron
Pipe,
to
Brass
Steam
and
They
Iron
were
Augwife.
and
and be protected by the court in Biich sanne with his
tory of New Mexico and dated
Physiology teaches that whenever
You are Invited to the Cash Buy 0 Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line or bath room fix- 0
ust 31. 1905, which recites that a va- possession until the one elected or ap- depart for Chamounlx and the night a nerve Is stimulated or
whenever
ers' union to attend their Immense
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
cancy exists in the office of sheriff of pointed to succeed him shall have es before they left Mrs. Sims dreamt muscle contracts an electric
Impulse
of Clothing, Hats, Shoes, Under
Bernalldo county and states that the tablished his title In court. The rule that when they got to Chamounlx flashes along the nerve and through sale
Colo. 'Phone, 234, 0
412 W. Railroad Ave.
wear, Blankets,
Comforts, Outing 0 Auto. 'Phone, 671.
governor apjMiints Perfecto Armljo as laid down by our supreme court may her husband would receive a
muscle. So, also, when a thought Flannels, Crockery, Enamelware, Tinenvelope announcing the the
the sheriff of said county and the well be thought better founded in reapasses through the brain, a discharge ware, Cutlery, Glassware and Grocer
court being Informed by the pleadings son than the one which it is claimed death of someone. After their arrival of energy
in the form of vibrations ies. Special
bargains
during fair
that the said Perfecto Armijo has duly it subverts. The office of sheriff does at Chamounlx no letter came, but In in all probability
passes through the week. Cash Buyers' Union Store, 22
qualified under said commission, doth not now, however, it may have been Its place a telegram announcing that brain
ESTABLISHED 1878
"OLD RELIABLE"
These vibrations, trans North Second street, Wm. Dolde pro
find that tUe said Perfecto Armijo is in former times, consist in or depend Mr. Sims nephew had been drowned mitted cells.
space,
through
prietor.
will
cer
meet
prima facie sheriff of said county in on the possession of any particular the previous day.
brains prepared to receive them
possession of said office entitled to dis- insignia, buildings, room, books, or
The Rev. Prebendary Granville de- tain
In somewhat the same way as the re
charge the duties thereof and to the other material things whatsoever. The clares that on three nights he dreamt ceiver
custody of all public property pertain- moment the governor's act of removal that a newly constructed vault in the pared in wireless telegraphy Is pre
to receive the wireless mes
ing to said office and that he is so en- was complete, Thomas S. Hubbell graveyard of his church had been
OCOCOCOCOCOOCOCXXXXXXXXX
titled until his right to said office be ceased to be sheriff, If that act was flooded and that the coffins In the sage."
successfully assailed in a quo warran- valid, and when the governor's com- vault were floating about on the water.
Attacked by a Mob.
to or other appropriate proceedings In mission had been Issued to Perfecto He ordered the sexton to Investigate, and beaten.
In a labor riot, until cov
court.
Armijo and he had qualified as requir- and there was discovered an exact ful ered with Bores, a Chicago
street car
And the court also finds that the de- ed law, then, if the the executive ac- fillment of his dream.
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$25 California $25
conductor applied Bucklen'B Arnica
In the Southwest.
fendant In this case to whom the al- tion was va'id, he was sheriff in posHI
that
dreamed
man while
Another
Salve,
was
soon
and
sound
well
and
ternative writ Is directed in his offi session of the office Itself, and In that his doctor called on him and said. I use It In my family." writes G. J
Second Class Colonist Rates
cial capacity with reference to the sense de facto sheriff. On the fheory
you like to go for a drive with Welch, of Tekonsha. Mlrh "and flnrt
AND
subject of this proceeding derives his of the plaintiff and relator, any oftl "Would
patient dreamt that he jt perfect."
great for cuts and
nit?
Tlie
authority from the court alone, and cei, once in, could remain In office in- went, and In the course of the drive burns Only Simply
to Oct.1 31
Sept.
15
25 cents at all druggists,
therefore the said plaintiff la not en definitely through the delays incident ine aocior sum, i
ALBUQUERUE. N. M.
RAILROAD AVENUE
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titled to a peremptory writ of manda to Judicial proceedings, disregarded van back to lunch, butui unfortunately, EXPERIENCE IN DIPmus herein.
elections or appoiniments to the office we have only cold mutton, which
PING MANY HORSES
CaliStopovers
in
allowed
Whereof it is considered by the he had detei ai.ned to hold. The power
""alter O Brien, the cattle inspec
harrilv do for an Invalid, would'
fornia. For particulars, call
court that the said alternative writ of of su:i;n.arv removal for malfeasance umiihl Two
wno nal been at work for a week
called,.
"r,
the
doctor
davs
after
lt"
on any agent.
mandamus be and the same In hereby In t.fllce, so essential to executive ef- Invited the patient to go driving, and dipping San Miguel's famous herd of
quashed and that defendant go hence f ciency, would thus be made of no efH. S. LUTZ.
way
made the same re-- , mangy horses In Sec Romero's vat on
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
without delay and recover his costs in fect. Such in sutistance is the rea- on the about home
Agent.
J. J. BYRNE,
taking
invalid home M lie. t'onchos, came up Saturday even
mark
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in giv.
this behalf expended, to be taxed, and soning of the court in the Eldodt case. to lunch, but being the
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Cal.
Angeles,
P.
G.
A.,
Vegas and left for Albu
debarred by flie'lng to
Our prices will compare favoiably
Ing you a positive guarantee.
that he may have execution thereforS. In principle it is not. in my opinion cold mutton.
qiierque Sunday night. He will return
with responsible competition.
against the relator herein, Thomas
distinguishable from the cases at bar,
Las Vegas. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
B. H. Sherard says while he was In Wednesday morning to
Hubbell.
h!i
remains a controlling authority
alter a couple of days In the
To which action of the court the re on thi court for the disposition of France several years ago he was Im.,nd.
mysterious force to city, win resume the work
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lator by his counsel duly excepted and ti,fe cases. In so deciding as before pelled byoldsome
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These cases were heard together on of the executive creates a presumption
llls- I',Pasant f"3,?"' S Ice. But a classified advertise- - 4
to him that it was
the pleadings. The principal question In favor of its holder, which can be though,
cure
for headache,
i
ment In The Evening Citizen la a f
gent
on
that
his friend,
he call
rtrllcirist;.
involved Is the same in each. The con- overcome only in an action in which
all
guaranteed. S willing helper that Is not only
"c at
tention of the plaintiff ami relator is the title to tr.e. office he claims can be phonse Daudet. He arrived at
absoultely competent, but also is
let's house, put his hand on the door
Subscribe for The Evening Citlren.
that the executive order of August tried.
a willing worker. It works all s
After the show, or after cards; In fact, after any entertainment,
31st, UM!",. referred to in the pleadThere is another ground on which
It Is the best If
S the time for you.
a host can smile and say: "Let's have a little lunch," bouillon,
gover- the writ of manernius should, in my
ings, by which Miguel A. Ot.-roS and most economical publicity in
rarebit, chocolate or any of those delicious dainties that can be
nor of New Mexico, undertook to re- cp'nlon be ';ua'hei'. namely the lack
prepared on a gas range, without changing your gown. You
the world.
move him from the otlice of sheriff of of a projic paity ucfendant. The recan do this If you have a gas range.
Bernalillo county is invalid, that spondent is the :ecuiling officer of
therefore there was no vacancy In the this court: he has n authority to
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in
alleges l,e is discharging, and that it
SANTA FE, N. M.
stomarh troubles, and will sell it the public. All work guaranteed
Everything 13 In the name when It
and vicinity who are starv- umb r an absolute guarantee that il
Is the duty of the courts to protect conies to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. De
I have had fifteen years' ex
as
liim in such possession and in the dis- Witt & Co., of Chicago, discovered ing in the midst of plenty. This is costs nothing unless it cures.
perience In the business. Suits made
One little
tablet out of a
charge nt such duties until the defend- some years auo how to make a salve not because they are in need or food,
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
before meals, ami you
ant, Armljo, shall have established his from Witch Hazel that is a specific hut because they cannot digest the l"x of
The specific I use will not
YEAR BEGINS SEPT.
'05
THE FORTY-SEVENT- H
can eat what you liUe. You will have injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
tltie to the oliiee in a proper proceed- for plies. For blind, bleeding, Itching food they eat.
back-acls, heartOur h ading druggists, J. II. O'Kielly no mute headaches,
ing In court. He asUs, in substance, and protruding piles, eczema, cuts,
made
walking
skirts
also cleaned and
Co., make a liheral offer to all burn or indigestion.
will give to ordtr. Give me a trial.
that the respondent In the mandamus burns, bruises and a.l skin diseases &whoso
stomach is weak and cannot you pe fect health and strength.
proceeding, the clerk of this court, be Do Witt's Salve has no equal. This
O. BAMBINI.
tb-PRESIDENT
BRO. BOTULPH,
a box of the tablets today, with
ordered to deliver to him for service has given rise to numerous worthless properly digest food. They have
received a large supply of J. 11. O Ktclly & Co 8. guarantee to
Hon't wait for an rxpioslon cook
Ask for De Witt's the
all processes of the court which counterfeits.
a remedy for the cure of refund the money if they do not cure with gas the humane way.
.should be served by the sheriff of the genuine. Sold by all druggists.
I
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FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

STRANGE WORK OF
MENTAL TELEGRAPHY

The State

National Bank
1
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black-bordere-

WELCOME

Standard

d

L.

J.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE
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G R PC E R

Flour, Grain and Provisions

FREIGHT WAGONS

FARM

...

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

I

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company

1
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GIRLS!

GIRLS

GIRLS!

1

MIDNIGHT LUNCH

ur-A-

Pan-!"0,-

,

STARVING IN ALBUQUERQUE

the Gas

oooooooooo

Men and Women Who are in Need
J. H.
Rielly and Company's Liberal Offer.
Altiu-queniu- e

Fourth and

0OOOOOO0OSK

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

first-clas-

t

i,

a

a
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EVENING CITIZEN
as

r I-,000,000 Worth of Building Improvements
Greater Albuquerque
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Since January 1st, 19QS

The Queen City of the Southwest. Estimated Population in
191040,000. The same Chance Early Buyers had in Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle, Etc.

II

ISO Beautiful

II

Residence Lots in the Eastern Addition Highlands W
M

50-Fo- ot

-

Above the City Smoke

1SO, Q2QO A

WO,

Level, and Suitable for Immediate Building Purposes

LOTSIO Down, Balance Payable

$4.00 per month.

I

-

:

per week or

1.QQ

Perfect Abstract of Title With Every Sale

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

w, n. Greer, Pres.

ooooooo o o oooooooo

The company is paying $32.50 per
ton for 25.flui tons of rails ordered
in Canada. The Canadian makers add
to the price of their rails the tariff,
which is now $7.85 per ton. Accordingly, while the management Is paying $28 a ton for rails laid in the
United States on the Michigan Central, It Is paying $32.60 for rails laid
on the same road in Canada.

and good furniture are synonymous. While we make
EMMONS of medium
and high grade furniture we also carry
a line of cheap furniture, and are In a position to cater to all
tastes and pocketbooks. We can sell you a cook stove for $7 or
$70; we can sell you a bed for $2.75 or $40; a chair for 60 cents
or $25; a rocker for $1.50 or $30; a dresser for $0 or $G5; a table
for $1 or $40; a mattress for $1 or $8. Other articles too numerous to mention, but if you wm tail around we will take pleasure
in showing you. "GET THE HABIT."

OUR RAILROADS
SUPERIOR

J. D. EMMONS
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.

otooccoooo

Railroad Top:
Engineer John DeHart of San Mar-cia- l,
was in the city between trains
this morning, while en route east on a
vacation.
m

Santa Fe is to have a daily freight
service tto all points north and east
on the I). & R. G. Heretofore it has
been only every other day.
m

m

m

Hugo Williams, yardmaster for the
Santa Fe at Demlng. passed through
the city this morning en route to Las
Vegas, wnere he will attend the grand
lodge of the Knights of Pythiaa of
New Mexico as delegate TTOm the
Oemlng lodge.
,

J. R. Farwell, chief engineer of the
Albuquerque Eastern, is spending ITie
day in the city. The Albuquerque
eastern offices will be moved next
week from the" Grant building, at the
corner of Railroad avenue and Third
street, to the N. T. Armijo building,
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
Second street, and within a few doors
of the office of Senator W. H. Andrews, president of the company.
SOME THINGS ABOUT TK
WABASH RAILROAD.

The Wabash railroad, over which
Gould and Ramsa'y are fighting, has
only 1,974 stockholders; but it has
of slock and bonds, con$92,0i)0,0(i0
sisting of $38,000,000 common stock,
$24,(100,000
preferred, and $30,000,000
debenture lionds. So it appears the
road is quite a nice little nest egg to
fight about.
WHAT THE WESTERN
WILL BE TO DENVER.
Vice President Scnlaeks says that
Denver Is only a side station so far as
the transcontinental trains are concerned. The Union Pacific goes by
way of Cheyenne, and the Santa Fe
by I .a Junta; but the completion of
the Western Pacific will put Denver
on a through line and make it a gateway to the coast.
PIONEER ROAD RUNNING
UNDER ORIGINAL CHARTER.
The Baltimore & Ohio has a record
which is contemporaneous wilh the
railway development of the country.
It is still operating under its original
charter, the first Instrument of that
nature in the world, while it is the
only one or the pioneer companies
.rout inning to the present time without a mange of name.
PENNSYLVANIA RETURNS TO
OLD WAY OF PAYING

CASH.

years
After having for thirty-fivpaid its employes in cheeks drawn
on banks near the company's offices
and shops, the Pennsylvania has decided to return temporarily at least to
payments direct by cash. The change
When the
will affect loo.oiiii men.
check system was Instituted it was
thought ftiaf the (list Umtlon of wages
in this form would make the superintendents personally acquainted with
their men. Int the vast growth of the
number of employes has prevented
the carrying out of this object.
e

i

TO BE SOLD FOR ONE
DOLLAR OF INDEBTEDNESS.
Sonic little while ago, a railroad in
Pennsylvania was advertised to l.e
sold for one dollar. A judement of $1
was awrded Angelina Williams, a
scrub lady, and it was to satisfy the
judgment that the sheriff was to sell

the toad, unless the courts prevented,
on September
21, last Saturday.:
Milton Yetter is the president of the'
company. The road Is thirteen miles
long.

Besides the track , the com-- '
pany owns a small locomotive, a passenger coach, a combination coach, a!
Thej
Ikix car and station platforms.
road extends from East Stroudsburg;
to liuskill. and there is a mortgage of
$:to.mio.

.

Angelina Williams was hired to
clean the nasst niter car windows.
While she worked the train pulled out
of Kast Stroudsburg. and she was carried to East liuskill and back. Her
work done, she went to Vetter for her

money. He offset her bill by charging
her $1 for the trip. Angelina took,
the matter to court. Judgment went'
aginst Yetter, and so Angelina has
asked the sheriff to sell the road,'
which possibly will not bring muc'a
over the $90,001 necessary for the
mortgage and Angelina.
m
m
m
W. J. Black has telegraphed C. L.
Yocum, the Santa Fe agent at the territorial capital, "that the passenger
department of the road has concluded
to make Santa Fe one of the tourist resorts on the Santa Fe railway at
once, and especially during the fall,
winter and spring months, and that
arrangements will be made as quickly
as possible to have advertising matter,
announcing this fact, distributed, and
to make a tourist rate both one way,
and going and coming, over the lines
of the road to that city."
F. C. Matthews, the traveling freight
and passenger agent of the Chicago,
Burlington & Qulncy railroad, with
headq tarters In Denver, is here on
business.
TRAINMEN FRIGHTENED
AT KANSAS PLOWING.
Edward McMillan, a fireman on the
Missouri PaciTlc, whose run is through
western Kansas, tella of an unique
that men In the cab" have had
in that part of the slate:
"Railroad men have many startling
experiences," said he, "but the men on
our division have one frequently that
is really hair raising, particularly to
a new man. Just now the big farmers
out there are plowing, and they use
traction engines, traversing immensely
long furrows. To rush things, many
of them work all night shifts, lighting
their way with large headlights. At a
little distance, these exactly resemble
the headlight of a locomotive. When
the boys drive around a curve and see
one of these flaring lights looming
up beside the track it puts them to
guessing whether they hadn't better
"reverse," set the brakes and jump,
for the situation is for all the world
like a train coming head on."
STUDYING

Solomon Luna,

CONDITION
OF WESTERN

TRACK,
The Santa Fe engineers are study-- !
ing the question of track protection!
near mile post No. 575, three miles
east of Needles, where the road hasj
suffered from the Inroads made by
the flood waters of the Colorado river!
during the past thiee years, says t lie
.Needles Eye.
The waters have so far encroached
as to place the present roadbed at
the immediate foot of the gravel
bluffs and the further encroachment
of the waters of the river means an
extraordinary expense of grading ami
tepair, in case of the flood washing.
It has been proposed that wing dams
be built that the current of the river
may he thrown towards ttie Arizona
side of the river. The exact result of
the engineers is not known, but the
encroachment of the waters of the
Colorado river a few miles east of
.Needles is such as to make its
ation a serious one with the engineers of the company.

j
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NEW YORK CENTRAL USES
ONE HUNDRED POUND RAILS.

Central lines has decided to relay all!
main lines with
steel rails.
With tills end in view orders have already been given for 85 tons of rails,
and a total tonnage of 170, OoO tons
w ill lie required to complete (Tie" work.
It is the purpose of the comnanv to
equip two tracks between New York
ami Chicago over the New Tork Cen-- I
tral and Lake Shore roads with thel
rails and one and twol
tracks on the Michigan Central between Chicago an. J Buffalo, and at
least one track on the Nickel Plate
Vice President
main line.
W. C.
Browne stated that the ' reason for
the change in the weight of the rails
Is to lie found In the fact that the
light rail will not stand the shock of
the pounding of the mammoth locomotives and of the heavy equipment.

TO FOREiGN

After an extended tour over European railway lines, Samuel L. Seymour, division freight agent of the
thinks
Pennsylvania in Pittsburg,
that American roads are far superior
to those on the continent in almost
every respect Speaking of the handling of traffic, he says: "In the first
place the tonnage handled is so small
in comparison with the vast amount
of freight hauled on American roads
that it is little wonder no better fa- cilities have been provided for the
goods In transit. The cars are small;
so are the engines. The station faare far
cilities in most Instances
ahead of ours. There is pienty of
room for handling the freight:
"The methods and rates are something terrible, however. J had a
valise about the size of a suit case
that I wanted to have sen t from
Carlsbad to Ixmdon. Upon inquiry I
found that, slow freight would reqire
21 days for the trip.
Fast freight
wold take it in seven days, so I sent
it by fast freight, but I paid $4 for
that privilege. In America I could
have sent it by express from New
York to San Francisco for $1.50.
"When one speaks of the passenger
facilities he must do so with pride in
our own. The cars are small and uncomfortable; they jolt along, not being heavy enough or provided with
the right kind of trucks to carry them
smoothly. There are more passenger
cars than freight; that is, the passenger business is the main thing.
The sleeping cars well, perhaps the
less said about them the better.
They are as jolting as the passenger
cars, and it is impossible for one not
accustomed to sleep in them to get
a wink of sleep. I should much prefer
to make all trips by daylight
in
traveling on foreign railroads. The
passenger station facilities,
as is
well known, are models of convenience, while safety is the watchword
at the stations and along the railway
lines.
"The one thing that impressed me
was the lack of Improvement or the
incentive for it on the German railways. These' lines are owned by the
government, and, of course, there is
no competition; consequently there is
no improving done unless It is absolutely necessary. While tie roads
are kept in pretty good condition,
there are many Improvements urgently needed."
New Use for Telephones.
For the better protection of the forest reserves, the forest service, In cooperation with the weather bureau,
will install a system
of telephone
lines and stations on them as rapidly
as possible. The first system will lie
installed on the Big Horn forest reserve, Wyoming. This telephone service will enable the forest rangers to
notify one another without delay when
forest fires break out. In so large
an area as the Big Horn resrve, which
comprises 1,I51,KS0 acres, the value of
rapid communication is obvious. The
forest service says:
"This putting out of a forest fire
may often depend upon immediate
knowledge of its origin and whereabouts; so that this new fire alarm
Bei vice ought apparently
to produce
excellent results."
AT THE PARSONAGE.
Coffee Runs Riot No Longer.

"Wjfe and

had a serious time of
it while we w;re coffee drinkers.
"She had gastritis, headache, belching and would have periods of sickness while I secured a daily headache that became chronic.
"W'e natutally sought
relief by
drugs and without avail, for it is now
plain enough that no drug will cure
the diseases another drug, coffee, sets
up partictilai ly, so long as the drug
which causes the trouble Is continual.
'Finally we thought we would try
leaving off coffee and using Postum.
I noticed that my
headaches disappeared like magic and my old "trembly" nervousness Toft. One day wife
said, 'IK you know my gastritis has
gone?'
"One can hardly realize what Postum has done for us.
"Then we began to talk to otbers.
Wires father and mother were both
coffee drinkers and sufferers.
Their
headaches left entirely a short time
after they changed the old coffee for
Postum. I bgan to inquire among my
parishn-and found to my astonishment that numbers of them use Postum Instead of coffee. Many of the
ministets who have visited our parsonage have become
enthusiastic
champions of Postum." Name given
l.y Postum Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
There's a reason.
Head the little book, "The Ruad to
Wtllville," lu each pkg.
I

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

Flournoy, Sec.

D. K. B.
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Evening Citizen Wants!
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One Cent Per Word for Each Insertions
taNrt prefer cUisitlcjthx ai far this calaaa mast be Is the dike
Ads pkeees receive the

saae uncial atteatioa that

WE SELL YOUR ABILITY

without in any wy nUrir,rlnff your prnnt contMtaV
lious. Our Bervlce ii confidential and la d landed to aid
the man whose uccmt in hit prnent position prove
nn aoiiur w nn a iwiitr one.
nj noi get in ioucq
aome of tha excellent opportnnltiea now op tit
with
Wflk
-Havat all anrta .if kih ...I.
Clerical, Technical and Bailsman

V.

paring from

t,wQ

uiiuTDwiieu, unices m 12 cms.
iuj,wiuivw,
HAPOOODS (Inc.), Brmla Broken
if Chemical Balldlai, at. Louis
WANTED.
WANTED A seumstreBs at once. Ap'
piy bis west copper.
WANTED rhree painters,
highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTKD Roomers and uoarders.
417 West Silver avenue.
WANTKD
Kxperienced dining room
girl; no other need apply. Columbus hotel.
WANTED At once, a competent girl
for general housework. Apply 623
Kelcher avenue.
WANTED
Woman for general housework; no washing or ironing. Apply 600 North Fourth street, or tel- epnone b4s.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R, J. Sweeney, proprietor.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
frame house, In the Highlands, lot
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
street in town. This is a bargain.
Address P. O. B. 114. city.
FOR RENT.
d

EToontsTwTthTfdra
street.

FORTS
315 South Third

FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
300 North Broadway.
FOR RENT Nice room, everything
new and pleasant. 415 North Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms by the
week or month at 624 West Tljeras
avenue.
FOR RENT Two largn store rooms,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished front room;
steam heat and electric light. No.
615 Fruit avenue.
FOR RENT Large hotel, furnished.
No. 523 First street and Iron avenue.
Inquire at house!
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very deslreable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
In city, single or ensulte, with table
board. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suitable for man and wife. 415 North
Second street Board If preferred.
FOft RENT Apartments
la Park
View terrace, eight rooms each;
modern equipment throughout. H.
H. Tllton, room 19. Grant block.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
front rooms for gentlemen; also
three rooms furnished for light
housekeeping.
Mrs. Williams, 311
West Sliver avenue.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
light housekeeping, with electric
liguts. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, corner Broadway & Iron,
same block Congregational church.
FOR SALE.
FOR SAKE Horse, saddler or urlver.
ril'4 North Second streK.
FOR SALE A fine piano, rea&jnable;
apply at this olilce.
FOR SALE
and .shacks, partially furnished. Price, $.'75. 920
South Second street.
rOR SALE OH RENT Ranch of ICO
acres;
mhouse, alfalfa, orchard, all irrigable; will sell all or
part. Box 4, city.
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to enlarging our power plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12,
Buckeye automatic cutoff engine, for $250. Can be seen In
operation at our mill. It Is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Belen, N. M.
FOR SALE Furniture and household
goods of a four-roohouse. Inquire
1015 North Fourth street.
FUIt SALE Handsome furniture,
suitable for residence of four or
five rooms. For particulars, call at
The Citizen office.
FOR SALEr Heating stove, gasoline
stove, refrigerator,
book case ana
sideboard. Inquire 709 West Gold
avenue.

It

SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS WANTED.
There is a
oitvr made l.y
The Four-TracNews, out- of the most
popular magazines in the ctniutry, and
one of the .very best
Subscription splits are wanted everywhere ami large profits are assured.'
It will pay you to write to George II.
Daniels, publisher, 7 East Forty-seond street, New Yoik, for full partlru
splt-ndi-

c

la i s.

"Mother was lucky"
gas range.

--

papa txsughta
i . i xiitbilltaU

before J
braarsl te

is fivea te ad

'clock

a Hit

With crsx

Mice.

Pllsnor Boor

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

la what we are doing wMfi awry
one who torts Ha oattataue fla-v- or
anai etrengthanfcig avallalaa.
There fa no warm weather h
rage that can oarnpar wMh
thla rafreehini drink en a warm
day.. It la net enly pleasant to
taste, but le Invhjerating and
wheleeome. $4 per caea of twa
dozen aaartas; $2 per caea af
two doaen pints.

on

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and tee ua before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Steamship tickets to and from all
parta of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
WANTED.

Southwestern Brewery
Auto,

v

Fair week la coming. We want all
kinds of help positions paying good Q
salary.
4)
Two waiters, Z good cooks, 1 wom
an for general housework, 2 chamber
maids, 3 men to take care of horses,
logmen, teamsters, swampers, labor
ers, etc., for camp work; first-clas- s
car.
blacksmith, brldaemen. brldae
!
penters, bridge helpers, 1
planer, 1 good yard man for iumuer
camp. Flrsviaaa man o take "are
of stock in dry goods store; boy to
run errands and learn dry goods business. Better positions on record now
than ever offered before.
We are agents for Camp Blrnle resort. Call for Information.
EMPLOYTHE SOUTHWESTERN
MENT AGENCY
Phone 195 Red Upstairs
110 Sotith Second Street
Alwaya Successful.
When indigestion becomes chronic
It is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
will cure indigestion, and all trouble
resulting therefrom, thus preventing
catarrh of the stomach. Dr.
of League, W. Va., says: "To
those suffering from indigestion or
sour stomach I would say that there
Is no better remedy than Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I have prescribed It for
a number of patients with good success." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
what you eat and makes the stomach
sweet. Sold by all druggists.

rkone

292.

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone,

Am

&

Icq Company

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICS,

BORDERS,

115.

Residence

Colo.

Auto

Phone

phone, No. 299.

runmrml Director mnd Kmbmtmmr

Black or White Hearse, $5.00."
Commercial Club Building.
CITY UNDERTAKER.

4)

o o o o o o o o o o o o

first-class-

q

UNDERWOOD
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS

The best machine In tha
world. Thla la no experiment, bat baa been teamed and tried, aad baa
900.000 In use. If yon
Interested in typewriters call or addreaa

6E0. S, RAMSEY

New-hroug-

GO

TO THE ALBUQUERQUE

PLAN-

ING MILL

When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. We get
out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."
Can You EatT
J. B. Taylor, a prominent merchant
of Chriesman, Texas, says:
"I could
not eat because of a weak stomach. I
lost all strength and ran down In
weight. All that money could do was
done, but all hope of recovery vanHearing of some wonderful
ished.
cures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure, I concluded to try It. The first
bottle benefitted me, and after taking
four bottles, I am restored to my usual strength, wealth and health." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
eat and cures. Sold by all druggists.
RAILROAD

TICKETS.

Cut Ratea.
For reduced rstee to and from all
points go to Paulsen's
Association
Railroad
Ticket
office. Railroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Glolie
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
Subscribe
the news.

Tor

The Citizen and get

CT.EANSSINO
(Ml II KA I.I NO

CnrCQlD

CATARRH
Ely's Cream Balm

-

Guy end plaumit to
one. voiiutLus uu
drug.
It la quli kljr aorred.
Oive Relief at urn e.
and
It

The St. Elmo

J

t

w- -

120 West Railroad Arenve

'N

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

couch

0NSUMPTI0N

Pries
60c a $1.00
Free Trial.

bar eat and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TEOUB-LKS, or MONE1 SACK.

:

BUILDING PAPER
Alwaya
.
.
biock. naster, ume, Oemeot,
Paint. Glass, Sash Doors, ate.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
BILICKE.

Jno. S. MITCHELL.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
CENTRAL IJCATION.
EXCBIXENT ACCOMMODATIONS.

A. C.

REASONABLE PRICES.
SPLENDID RESTAURANT.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
New Mexicans and Arizonians spending the summer on the beachea
are welcome to the use of our Ladles' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting
rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and writing materlala
free. Ladles and children welajme.
All Depot cars stop at the HJllenbeck.
Electric excursion and
beach cars pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Ropmlr on Mining mnd mill Mmehlnory m Btoelmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. at.

0
0
0

Gprirral Building Supplies

HEAD

New Discovery
OLDS

IJAXiDRIDGE

NJkTIVK AND CHICAGO LUMBER

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

o o

Dr. King's

C OUGHSantf

C.

.1.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

CURE the LUNGS

FOR

Wl23$,Briate,Ei:.

a

COLD
AiUti liitlanintMtmu.
tla
the Me nbrane. llrrtorn
ami
t
at
Srnuni of Tuu and binell. Lurga Hiki-- ,
by mail.
I)riii,'iriLtilor hv mml; Trial riu.e, lOci-ntELY UKOTllfcUS. M Warrva buecu Htw ) ork.

WITH

1

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Ik-al- t

KILLthi

I

-

Opt-n-

and

mm

f.

CATARRH

vvua ton

401 W. R. R Ave.
General Agent tor
New Mexico

QUICKEL

o o
&

BOTHE,

Proprietors

0

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNKCTION.
Finest Whiskies Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and beBt llmpoited and Domestic Cigars.

0

0
o o oao O
Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results
O

O

fAGt roun

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALHUQUEHOUK
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

MAN'S HERITAGE IS

By The Citizen Publishing Company

0

THE ETIRNAL WILL

Published Daily anil Weekly
W. T. McCREIQHT
f. 8. STRICKLER
Ituslncss Manager
Presldmt

There Is no thing we cannot overcome,
Say not thy evil Is Inherited,
Or
that some trait inborn makes thy whole life forlorn
ot
The lK'pnrliiu'nt of Commerce mill Labor, Hureau
And calls down punishment that is not merited.
contents
of
the Census, has Rotten out an advance mil lino
Hack of thy parents and grandparents lies
f a special report on Central Klertrlr Light and Power
The great Eternal Will. That, loo. Is thine
strong, beautiful, divine;
Inheritance
SU.tSona.
the outline The Citizen gathers the following facts. It may he state. that the period covered Sure lever of success for one who Hies.
Try tip thy fan. is with this gnat lever Will
by the report Itself ended with June, 1!n
However deeply bedded in propensity,
The history of Central Stations proper belongs only However firmly set. I tell thee firmer yet
Is that strange power that comes from truth's ininion-si- t
to the last quarter of the last century.
t
y.
The estimated useful life of a
lamp made today is over M.i'n'O hours, about twenThou art a part of that vast world, I say.
ty times as long as It was twenty five years ago.
Its forces lie within thee, stronger far
over
la the last quarter of a century a total of
Than all thy mortal sins and frailties are;
260.000,000 lamps have been produced, or cot less than Helieve thyseif divine, and watch anil pray.
1A00.000 a year.
There Is no noble height thou canst not climb;
Kight stations began operation in 1SS1, and In the
All triumphs may be thine In time's futurity.
intwenty years betweon that time and 1901, the average
If whotsoe'er thy fault thou dost not faint or halt.
crease of stations was Ho Per year.
Hut lean upon the staff of God's security,
In lfl'2 there were In the United States 3,62o centra Karth has no claim the soul cannot contest.
equipsRectrlc stations, with a cost of construction and
Know thyself part of that eternal source.
ment of $504,740,352. Employed were 6,H:u; salaried officAnd naught can stand before thy spirit's force.
ials and clerks with salaries amounting to $.".0t'.3.r!0; The soul's divine Inheritance is best.
ad 23,330 wage earners with wages amounting to
The gross Income was 85,7oo,6U5, comprising
K
184,186,605 from ale of current and $l.514.ouu from other
stl
source. Total expenses were $f8."8 1,375. The total
THE GOOD THERE
output of stations for the year, in kilowatt hours, was
2.507.U51.115. The number of arc lamps was 385,fi!is and
IS IN THE WORLD
of incandescent lamps 18,194,044.
A number of companies supply areas of many square
miles In which are located scores of cities, towns, Incorporated villages, and mere hamlets, ail enjoying the beneThere are lots of good folks in the world millions
fits of electricity and constituting a source of Income for of them. Do you want proof? Keep your eyes and ears
the enterprise. The extreme limit of such work at the
time of this report was inarkud by the long distance pow- open.
The other day Henry Kuhn and his aged wife starter transmission on the Pacific coast, where current from
the Sierras was actually delivered for general consump- ed from St. Louis for Wheeling, West Virginia, their pitition in San Francisco and Sansa.tto, and was also dis- ful all In the wagon. In Cincinnati the emaciated horse
tributed from the same plants over lines which ramify fed dead and man and woman old enough
to be your
into half the counties of the state of California. The
whole aspect of central station current supply In Its rela- grandparents sobbed helplessly.
A crowd gathered.
A crowd always gathers in a
tion to population has In reality been utterly changed by
the development of polyphase power transmission plants. city.
There are at least a thousand such plants, with lines f reIn ten minutes
crowd had raised money enough
cently fifteen or twenty mile long, In many cases forty to pay for another that
horse, and soon the old wagon was
fifty
sixty
or ninety miles, and sometimes creaking
r
miles, often
way to Wheeling and smiles chased away
even 150 or 200 miles. These transmission enterprises are the tears its
on wrinkled faces.
peculiarly typical of the far wet em states, but are by no
Just a trivial incident!
means concentrated there, being scattered all over the
But it makes your confidence in humanity stronger
Union.
to hear about such doings.
Albuquerque is especially interested in these facts,
Makes you glad to feel that there is quick sympathy
because it Is by electricity applied to pumping that the and ready practical help to be
had for the need of it.
underflow of water must be developed fur the cu.tivation
Takes away from the theory of chill individuality,
of the valley and mesas adjacent to this city. Quite re- puts us on
the plant of brothers, "loving one another,"
cently The Citizen gave a detailed account of the elec- gives
world something to admire and approve, to help
tric generating plant near the American Lumber Mills, drown the
out the clamors of the chronically sad.
which is now furnishing remarkably cheap e ertricity for
Weli, let's go ahead and admire.
Let's allow the
power
both
and lights and which can furnish for these to sweetness and beauty of a kind action to permeate our
any amount required and at any distance necessary. The
lnsplrallln to go and do likewise
aouner the facts become known, the sooner will the ru- souis, and give us the
when the chance comes our way.
population
ral
tributary to the city be largely increased.

o

CROWTII OF ELECTRICITY

PIANO

thing in the World a Man Should think of buying is
Underwear. We sell no Underwear that we can not
We have many excellent lines, Fleeced Lined,
-- r
Natural Wool, Merino Camel's Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Wool, etc. , etc. Underwear at 50c, $ 1 .00, $2.00 up to $4.00 garment.
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling It's
the best value m the land for the money. Ask to see
interests
you, and you 11 soon discover that this is the Store for what
UnderMen's
wear and Men's Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Underwear Co.

THE last

mo-Wat-

There Is no little feeling in the country at large that
.
even if the
of the
packing company
was so 111 that he could not stand the prison Infliction
as a part of his punishment for confessed crime that
Ten If this was true, his lilness formed no reaon why
his confederates should escape jut punthment for their
misdeeds. Why were not those three sent to prion?
Is the only way to reach that class of crlmin-'Js- .

X

"What do they care for $23,000? An hundred times
that much can be made by an Increase of one cent a
pound on the products of their plant, and thus the people
be made to pay their fine many times over. One of the
greatest Injustices of our law is the imprisonment of the
poor criminal and mere fining of the rich criminal. Imprisonment, graduated in length to suit the enormity of
the ofTense, should be the only penalty for wrong doing.

So far as general market conditions are concerned
tiere are no indications of a reaction from the high de- rree of prosperity that Is so general throughout the
country, says Henry Clews. Railroad earnings, bank,
clearings and other standards of measurement fully attest this, and the reports of railroads that are now appearing for the fiscal year are generally favorable In
character, with the exception of the Atchison, which suffered from heavy floods during the year. There is no
longed any question regarding the volume of the crops
and their generally fine quality; and the only adverse
factor now possible in this direction would be the appearance of early severe frosts, which might cause some deterioration In what corn has not been fully secured.

AND

SOME OTHERWISE

Blunder.
Every barrister is well aware that tact in the management of the Judge is a great thing. One day a certain
treasury counsel was driving over a well known bridge on
his way to the quarter sessions.
Noticing the chairman of the sessions trudging along
In the mud and rain, the barrister Instantly stopped the
hansom and offered him a lift. The offer was at once
accepted, and the pair proceeded to their destination In
great amity.
As soon as they arrived the learned counsel hurried
Into the court house, as he had an Important application
to make Immediately the chairman had taken his seat.
But to his intense surprise and chagrin the application
was curtly refused.
The barrister was" completely nonplused at the sudden change In the demeanor of the chairman, until the
usher, in a husky whisper, supplied the explanation by
asking:
''Do you know what you have done, sir?"
"I haven't the slightest idea. Whatever can it be?'
was the reply.
"Why, sir, you ran In and left the chairman to pay
for your cab."

of his life to the action of a mule. Ha says:
"When I came to my senses a huge timber was lay
ing across my back, which I could not move. In glancing
around, looking for help, I discovered a mule standing
within a few feet of where I was pinioned, looking at me
as if wishing to render assistance.
"Soon the mule turned Its heels toward me and be
gan to kick. The first kick struck the timber a glancing
lick, the second hit it full and Just grazed ray ear, which
.
,
It would surprise the ordinary reader were The Cltl-e- now shows the mark, as you can see, and somewhat
able to give the exact number of pounds of poultry moved the timber. The third kick raised It sufficiently
whipped Into Albuquerque every year, or the number of for me to slide from under, and as I arose from the
Rosens of eggs brought to this market in cases. Twenty ground the mule followed, evidently satisfied with the
"cents per pound can always be had here for fresh pou- good work accomplished." Harrodsbu'rg, Ky., Herald.
ltry, while even case eggs seldom fall below twenty-fivcents per dozem. Kansas, it has been said, makes more Why He Didn't.
During the civil war soldiers were very apt to be
money from her poultry than from her wheat fields, and
she ships as far as California. The Albuquerque market come intoxicated, as liquor was sometimes the only drink
they couid get. One soldier who was in the habit of beshould be supplied right here at home.
coming Intoxicated was remonstrated with by the colonel
An interesting fact in regard to the shipment of ap-d- of his regiment, the conversation which took place being
from Grand Junction, Colorado, about to begin, is the as follows:
"You are a remarkably clean man, sir."
sale of 100 carloads in New Orleans. Altogether the; ship"Thank you, colonel."
ments will amount to kIkiiiI tinii carloads, and it is prob"Hut, sir, you have bad habits."
able that a very considerable quantity will go to the south
"1 urn very sorry for that, colonel."
In addition to the H'O carloads to New Orleans just re"Oh. l know you are sorry, but why don't vou drink
ferred to.
like me?"
roii, ni l, I couldn't do it; it would killem " -- Boston
Holland Is the largest user of Coffee, the lamest or
cocoa, and the second largest of tea, the per capita in Herald.
pounds. In the order just mentioned, being 14.39, 4 ..'MI and
1.45. In other words, each man, woman and child in The Home Doctor.
Scraped raw potato is a good remedy for burns.
Holland, consumes during the year twenty and
Tincture of iodine, it applied as soon as eurlioiic acid
pounds of the three greatest suppliers of family bever
is spilled on the flesh, it is said, will prevent blisu
age.
a

e

e

one-fift-

neuralgia, rub with chloroform iininicnt or liquid

.nthol.
Should a child get at the camphor bottle and indulge
in an ovirdos.-- , Kive creuiu as quickly as possible.
When baby has the cliolic. rub warm olive oil into the
abdomen, cover with warm flannel, and wrap tho feet In
warn.ed f.annels also. Colorado Springs Telegraph.
ii.

Kpisco-pa- l
At the Pat
church, which passed resolutions against Governor
Herrlck, the name of George U. Pox was struck out from Out in the Garden.
the resolutions as being unfit to be spoken among
Willi r squash
uoi ,(. p.Hiited in December.
Never make your garden haphazard. Plan it carefully. Make your first plans In January and change them
Tho Citizen has received the October number of The as you see fit.
Woman's Magazine, published at St. Louis at one cent a
Do not think that Ju.-- t because you can keep books
copy or ten cents per year. It seems to be worth the that you can kee p ganh n.
mouey in tho advertisements It contains.
There is nothing like a good rake for raking yonf
spinach bed.
A seven year old boy has been locked up at MarinHand painted bean poles are very popular among
ette, Wisconsin, for burning big six months old Flster to
folks.
death. He Is aid to be a pyromanlac, having tarted danIt is always Weill to k. p a gardener to keep your
gerous fires on several prior occasions.
i arden. Exchange.
c

M. MANDELL

0

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

o o o

the Globe store, where it may be seen
by all. One vote Is given free to evcent
erybody, with every twenty-fivonly provision being

the

cash sale,

that when

you need the goods anyway, you trade with the merchants
named below. A ballot box is placed

at J.

H. O'Rielly & Co's. drug store,

F. J.

Books and Stationery

MELINI & EAKIN
Albuquerque,

& Co.

Confectionery
Dentistry

B.

C.

The Globe Store.
Dye Works Mcllroy & DeLeon.
S. W.

Hardware

Electric

&

STABLE,

Boarding Horses a Specialty
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXXXX)00

Albuquerque

Hardware

Laundry Imperial
Laundry
back of postofflce.
Liquors Graham Bros,

HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,

WHERE TO DINE WELL

SANTA

rE

RESTAURANT

MEALS AT ALL HOURS. Quick
time, good service,
at teasonable
prices. The nearest place in Albuquerque to Santa Fe depot. Open
day and night. Bar in connection.

H. E. Fox.

Drayin

Co.,

He says,

Bebber Optical Co.
r
Photographers
The
Studio.
Plumbing Standard
Plumbing
Heating Co.
,
Optician

You have

call

once, you'll
Prices right;

there ain't no gougln.

SO LIGHT AND

Stove or Range
used makes a
difference.
His mother used

WELL BAKED.
Well,

there is a knack
in making it,

a Charter Oak.

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

& CO UFcoId Ave.

BORRIDIILE

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

By

Moon-Kelehe-

again.

us

But don't forget
the kind of

was always

FREIGHT!!'

Meats San Jose Market, 204 West
Railroad avenue.

Restaurant Zeiger's

& CO.,

KORBER

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St. & Copper Ave.

HIGHLAND LIVER

I
T.YNM
HIVITM RAY anA RI.tTR
Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkville Produce POINT OYSTERS In any style. First
Co.
street and Silver avenue, opposite depot. Meal tickets, 21 meals lor $5.
Ice Crystal Ice Co., both phones.

Jewelry

J.

O. DINSDALE

Dry Goods

Electric Supplies
Construction Co.

'..':S

xxxxxxxxxxxxooooocoocooo

& Co.

J

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS,
at
NESS and SADDLES,
SAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Everybody welcome to look
through our three-floo- r

n

F. Copp, D. D. S.

J. H. O'Rielly

oooCeCeoo

N. M.

P. Schutt.

I

BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

Automatic Phone, 199.

W. H. Hahn.

Coal and Wood

X

..,..,,
cocooooooo

"EMPRESS."

Sole Agents.

O. A.

?

M. BERGER

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

Pioneer Bakery.

Bicycles and Kodaks

Drugs

Bottled In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.
Bakery

Who take pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, aweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies aDd pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

where all votes must be deposited. Be
sure and get your voting tickets.

0.

fiThe Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

e

Co.
A Bad

0

of

Albuquerque that I voted and elected the most popular. The contest Is
now open, and closes on December 10,
1905.
The piano I on exhibition at

ad

Saved by a Mule.
Adolph Wilson, of Nicholasville, who was in a rail
road wreck in Indinana last Friday, attributes the saving

Mayor Collins, of Boston, of whose death telegraphic
dispatches told last week, arrived in this country a pen
Blless Irish immigrant boy. What he did any American
Dorn boy can do with natural ability seconded by pers
verance, energy and Integrity.

school, club or other organization

J. D. Emmons.
The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
The Highland Grocery;
The Broadway Grocery.

Tit-Bit-

An official statement ju&t Issued by the Comptrol.er
f the currency, says Henry Clews. Indicates how active
is the demand for funds throughout the country. This
tatement is based on national bank returns to the bank
call of August 25, and shows an Increase from the previous call of May 29 of $99,338,000 in the Item of loans and
discounts. The Increase of cash during the same period
amounted to about $16,000,000, while the Increase in bank
circulation was $23,500,000. Compared with one year ago
the'bank call of September 6, 1904 an Increase of
Z7Z.OOO,000 Is shown by loans and
discounts, while cash
Increased but $4,000,000 and circulation Increased $57,- 48(00 0S

The merchants named below will
give a beautiful Price & Teeple Mahogany Piano, to the lodge, church,

Furniture

SOME STORIES WISE

S.-S-

Ohio conference of the Methodist

WEDNESDAY, 8EPT. 27, 1905.

&
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Restaurant.

Wm. Glaesner.
Wall Paper and Paints The Bee
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 209 West Gold
Tailor

Time, Labor
and Money

O. F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies'
fitve
and gentlemen's
clothes a specialty.
Portieres,
lace curtains,
etc. 509 Hen-dri- x
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,
29R-2.

The saving of time mean comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means eeonomy. All
these savings can best bo attained by
Installing a

XXXXXXXXXOOOCXXXXXXXXXX)
MRS. VAN HORN, OF

DENVER, GETS DAUGHTER. The territorial fair Is comin';
You'll see who keeps things rollln
When Mrs. Elyria Van Horn, of
then;
Denver started ffom Alamogordo a All haulln,
sprinklin will be done
few days ago for her home, she took
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.
with her Nellie Van Horn, her daughter, who has been living with her
father. Later In the Say Van Horn
began a suit for divorce, asking for
There are twenty different
the custody ot the children.
Last Wednesday Mrs. Horn arrived cinnamon barks, and they cost
at Alamorgordo from Denver, with from 4 to
55c lb. This exher daughter. Belle Van Horn, aged
17 years. It Is supposed they came to plains the market, all but one
visit Miss Nellie Van Horn, who is 15
years old. They attempted to leave particular. Schilling's Best is
with Nellie on Friday, but were prethe best with the coarser pieces
vented by the father. Monday, however, the mother and both daughters picked-out- ;
not thrown-away- ;
slipped away and the divorce suit was
;
they go to some less
begun Immediately thereafter.
Van oh no
Horn is a railroad machinist.
particular grinder.
WILL TRY TO MOVE HIS

HOUSE EIGHTY-FIVMILES.
Marriage licenses have bem issued
L. A. Stevens left Roswell for Capl-tan- ,
eighty-fivmiles west, on a queer from the probate clerk's office for C.
mission, with a large force of men. W. Alexander, ot Williams, Ariz., and
He built a
four room resi- Miss Mae Evans, of Kansas, and
dence at Capltan, In the mountains, Ralph H. Mason, of Albuquerque and
and it has proved a poor Investment, Miss Cleofas Sena, of Bisbee, Ariz.
as he could not rent it. With his
force of men he will attempt to move
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
'

two-stor-

I have opened a general repair sTiop
the house to Roswell and he expects
to make the unique trip in ten days on South Third street, back of Walton's drus store, and solicit the trade
from the time they leavo Capitan.
of the city.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
COSTA RICA COURT
FOR WM. JENKS
ESMERALDA
SENTENCES ALBERS.
Washington, Sept. 27. The minister HIGH CLASS FRUIT, GREEN LAlit Jose, Crista Hica, cabled the
BEL, GO TO A. J. MALOY AND JAFFA GROCERY CO.
today that William S.
had been sentenced to three
years in prison, but that nn appeal
Have your floats built and sign work
had been taken to the supreme court. done by Stacy & Co., the only union
Quier's old
Mr. Donaldson, the American consul sign writers in town.
at M.inanua, whoso exequator
was stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
cancelled as an Incident in this case. phone, 52.
o
U on bis way to Washington, and is
See the window display of the TUo
e
c!cd hero next week.
C.rande
Woolen Mills at the Olobe
store,
then
ask for those J3.f.O walkYou
Engaged?
Are
people should remember, ing skirts.
that, after marriage, many quarrels
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
can bo avoided, by keeping their digestions In piKid condition with Klec-trl- c
Hitters. S. A. ltrown, of Ilennetts-ville- , WANTED V cook and housekeeper,
s. C., says: "For years my wife
to
to (lolden. X. M. Apply lit
suffered intensely from dyspepsia,
tills ofllce at once.
complicated with a torpid liver, until KOK KENT Two large stoie rooms,
sliu lost her strength and vlpor, and
ware bouse and twelve livlnK rooms,
became a mere wreck of her former
suitable
for hotel purposes, with
self. Then she tried Electric Hitters,
larno yard in rear and all neceswhich helped her at onco, and finally
new
Everything
sary outhouses.
made her entirely well. She is now
aad modem. Mrs. Ilrault, corner of
sell
stroiii; and healthy." All
ltroalway and Mai queue avenue.
and guarantee them, at 50 cents a
E'jfcsorlbe for Tho Evenluj Cltisea
Al-le-

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirany other. You are most oordlaily Invited to examine our new
line.
d

Prices In Plain Figures $3Q and Up
taken at a

Old stove

FURNITURE

THE McBRAIN

ooooooocoo
oooooooooo
of Unredeemed
JsS$l)

Sale Cheap, at
"THE
The Largest
118 RAILROAD

Pawn-Brokin-

g

J
J

I

ROSEN FIELD f the Pawnbroker
MAN

J

JT

Tailer- Nice Line
Made and High Price Overcoats, for
A

YOU CAN TRUST"

$

Establishment

0

In

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

AVENUE

0000000C00 oKooooooocej
M,

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North ltroadwav, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALbUQUEKUE.N. M.

i

AMBULANCE

Knj-'aire-

drm-'t-'ist-

fair valuation.
CO., 205 Gold Ays.

Moving

For
Prompt

O. W.

the Pick or Injured.
Soilve Day or Night.

STRONG'S SONS

Automatic, 147
Colo. Thone, 75.
NOTICE.
This is
To Whom it May Concern:
to certify that Mr. Antonio Ortiz has

P. LOMMQRI & MATTEUCCi
Dealers la

Groceries, Flour,
and the Best
of Meats

Hay-Grai-

IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
Call at 624 West TIJeras Road.
Auto,
IT IS
BREAD
FLOUR.

'phone,
EASY
WITH

109.

Old 'phone, 276.

MAKE
to CLUB

GOOD
HOUSE

Best for Children.
Mothers, bo careful ot the health o
your children. Ixok out for coia-hs-,
sevrrad his connection with the under colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
signed. All outstanding company ac- them In time One Minute Cough
counts will be collected and paid by the Cure la the best remedy. Harmless
AUilQl'EKQl'E CARRIAGE CO.,
Contains co opiates.
and pleasant.
Successors to Ortiz & Co. Sold by a druggists.
1

,

ALHUQUEKQUK
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TRACTION COMPANY

RABBI KAPLAN'S ARRAIGNMENT
AND VERY SEVERE CRITICISMS
He

lias Stirred

Up the Other Ministers of

the

Board of Directors Meet and
City
Decide on Big Improvements.

The Sunshine.
THE

COST

BITTEREST ATTACK YET AGAINST THE MINISTERS
needs a better tuned life. He said of
"lly my fruit ye shall know
Himself:

Hag Pity for the Rabbi.
To The Evening Citizen.
WitTi others, t will express my opinion as to the article by Rabbi Kap-

me.

lcs,

we know you.
J. W. T. McNIET,

lan, entitled, "Civilization
Pastor Baptist Church.
and the
Clergy." I make this Inlet statement:
my
Though
acquaintance with Mr.
Rev. Sollie's Answer.
Kaplan has been slight, I have always To The Evening Citizen.
thought of him as a rourteous
and' I beg leave to use the columns of
scholarly gentleman, and I am confi- your paper to reply to an article thnt
dent tbat he will not charge me as! appeared In Saturday's Issue of "Sun
having treated him other than such.j shine, under the caption, "Civiliza
1 need hardly say I was greatly griev-- i tion ami
tbe Clergy." As an apology
ed when I read the article with Us for using plainness of speech in this
state- reply, (a reply to which article I am
monstrous and unwarranted
ments. There Is an old saying, "that persuaded that every Christian minan education In Its last analysis Is a ister out of
should make),
training of the judgment." However, I do not claim the broadness of cultat the present moment, I am not dis- ure that the erudite gentleman, Rabhl
posed to charge the rabbi with either Kaplan, Beems to think that he Is hapmalice or Ignorance. I would prefer pily In possession of, and If I did l
to regard It as the result of some tem- would expect tbe people of the city
porary mental alteration.
who enjoy occasionally a little folly
HUGH A. COOPER.
for pastime, to be calling at my place
Pastor Presbyterian Church. of business for Intellectual green stuff,
such callers he no doubt will have.
I cannot Imagine that the self-coRabbi in His True Light.
To The Evening Citizen.
placent and supercilious rabbi, posing
The vicious attack by Rabbi Kap- on his forefeet while penning this
lan upon all Christian ministers and tirade of abuse, but rather on his hind-feeChristian people could not le believed
He says: "By my fruit shall
by the good people of this city, did ye know me." It was after eating of
they not see It witn their own eyes. this fruit that we were able to speak
In fact, many can hardly believe their of the hlndfeet of the rabbi. These
own eyes. He has posed as a friend we might never have seen, had he not
to the Christian people of this city written this article.
I cannot believe that the character
and has ujxin many occasions accepted their courtesies. Hut now he shows of man displayed In this article rep
himself In his true light, and we at resents the Jews of this city or elselast see him as he really is.
where, and shall not believe It until
Unless he has very recently Thonged otherwise convinced. Nor do I believe
his mind regarding all of us, he has that the saloon element of this city
will coincide with his erroneous views,
acted well the part of the niostjjon-firmehypocrite.
as he no doubt hopes they will, for
I hope
the
and
some of them have Christian fathers
rabbi will attempt to give the and mothers, who were taught by
public a proof of his assertion that these "narrow, blind, dogmatic, and
as
the Christian ministry "is the most ignoiamus Christian ministers,
potent poison, that can flow through the learned rabhl is pleased to denomithe arteries of our humanity." In fact, nate them. He says that he "minis
the rabbi, himself, knew he was ma- ters Into character." This Is only too
liciously and wilfully stating untruths true. And tbe problem left for these
from the beginning to the end of his narrow, blind, dogmatic set of ig
article. If his character is truly re- noramuses to solve, is how to exflected in his presumptuous, unpro- tract the poison from the character,
I am
voked and unwarranted attack, then into winch he has ministered.
his song of "chaiacter" must have your truly,
J. M. SOT.UE,
very many discordant
notes. He
Pastor Highland M. E. Church
self-respe-

t.

"THE

self-laude- d

CIVILIZATION AND THE CLERGY'
(The Objectionable Article.)

men smile a
and pitiable
smile when they meet a minister of
the gospel, says The Sunshine. These
men, as a rule, even iu our
the
ened age. are the narrowest,
blindest and the : most dogmatic Ignoramuses
that evolution has retained In the onward march of life.
The real ministers of life, the men of
God, namely, the
philosophers, scientists and poets, have always had,
and still have to fight every inch of
religWhen a minister,
ious teacher, tells us that character,
the most beautiful flower In the divine garden of humanity, is worthless unless it be linked, tied up,
chained with a profession of tweedle-de-de- e
or tweedle-de-dum- ,
that is, unless you crucify your Intellect to say
things you can't believe, then I say
with all the power of my soul, these
men are enemleB to civilization; yes-th- e
most potent poison that can flow
through the arteries of our humanity.
The miller never asks, "What road
did you take?" but always, "Is your
corn good?" Never mind what road
you took, but all the cries of church-lanltcannot stop us from asking, "Is
your corn good?" Is your character
such that it bespeaks well your divine origin? If not, no amount of Intellectual blindness, even under the
guise of religious fervor, will save,
No wonder intelligent

sarcastic, sympathetic

No wonder intelligent men don't go
to church. No wonder, too, thatChria- ground in the face of such stupid
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Section

Ready-to-We- ar

STOCK

-

MET1L

MONEY

Suits - Coats - Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters

v -K

WOOL

Petticoats

Closing quotations Received by Levy
B;os., Correspondents for Logan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

LONG

Amalgamated Copper
83
Atchison, common
8'J
Atchison, pfd
105
Baltimore & Ohio
111
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
71
Canadian Pacific
174
Colorado Fuel & Iron
H
Colorado Southern, common
28
Chicago, Great Western, com... 21

0

C. &

SUITS

$10.00 to $15.00

stock of assured styles. In
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
comprising a wide range of colors.

THE NEW COATS

67

Erie, common
Bo
Louisville & Nashville
154
Missouri Pacific
1064
Metropolitan
126V4
Mexican Central
24 Vs
New York Central
150
Heading, common
121
Pennsylvania
1434
Rock Island, common
83V4
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 23
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
90
Southern Pacific
69
St. Paul
182
Southern Railway
37
Tennessee Coal & Iron
S6V4
S57,
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific, common
132
U. S. S., common
38

$7.50 lo $50.00

Long and medium length coats, the very newest models, in
Broadcloths, Covert Clotbs and Kersey Cloth.

SKIRTS-Wal-

and Dress Skirts

king

greatest variety; aklrts from $2.50 to $40. No matter
what kind or size you want, 'we can please you.

In

FURS$5.00 to

$150.00 Each

Greatest line of Fura ever brought to the city. We would be
Dleafled tO havft VOIl ftll And
stvott ttita VnAllM

104
22
42
55
26

pfd

COAT

A very large and well selected

Women's Waists, Sweater and Petticoats
ment and Variety.

SAM GORDON BECAME OBSTREP- Greene Copper
EROUS WHEN OFFICER TRIED
Provisions.
TO DISARM HIM TWO PRISONChicago, Sept. 27. Closing prices:
ERS SENT TO COUNTY JAIL.
Wheat September,
December,
Sam Gordon, a stranger, was run In
last night for "toting" a big
without a license. It seems that Cor-dowas told to put the gun away, and
he Informed the officer that he was
going to "soak" it. Later in the even
ing he was found in front of a Railroad avenue saloon with the gun still
on him, and when the officer at
tempted to disarm him, he resisted.
In the melee which followed Gordon
was knocked down and the gun forcibly taken off him, and 'lie was put In
the "slat" house for the night. He
will he given a hearing at 5 o'clock
this evening.
Edward Mayberry waa picked up as
a vagrant last night. The judge let
him off, however, on the promise that
he would go to work. Mayberry in
formed the court that ho was as "in
babe," and that
nocent as a new-liorhe didn't know why he was arrested,
as he hadn't touched a drop for two
weeks.
Jack McGuIre and W. C. Taylor
were sentenced to thirty days in jail
each. Both were accused of petty
larceny.

I

finrtrJe

The Largest and Best
Assortment in the City

THE MARKETS

O. & W

y

s

Visit Our

BITTERS

Wabasb, common

n

dis-aier-

i

Jlrr

NEW STYLES IN

IN THE SLAT HOUSE Wabash,

n

j

STOMACH

U. S. S., pfd

tian Science is spreading as no other
sect has ever sp;ead. Why? Because Christian Science is beginning
to leave off some of the religious, nonsense and to turn to character development, and when Christian Sci
ence shall be a little less Christian In
its belief and a little more scientific
in its practice, look out for it!
As a matter of fact, I am a minis
ter, myself, but I minister into character, and I would disdain, as be INJUNCTION CASES WILL
neath my dignity, to ask the help of
the police to trap my people to at
BE HEARD ON SATURDAY
tend services and lectures, as most
other religious denominations usually JUDGE ABBOTT TODAY FORM
do.
ALLY SIGJMED
ORDER ISSUED
By my fruit shall ye know me. If
YESTERDAY IN SHERIFF'S CASE.
my work cannot
attract, no jmllce- man shall ever offer me his help. If
This morning Judge Ira A. Abbott
is not powerful formally signed the order issued by
word persuasion
enough to bring my people to Temple, the court yesterday afternoon In conthen the Temple is not worth coming nection with the quashing of the moto, or I am not the man for the place. tion made by counsel for T. S. Hub-bel- l
Hut as a matter of fact, very nearly
asking for a peremptory writ of
men mandamus against Sheriff Perfecto
all the broad minds, thinking
and women in this city, have found Armljo.
their way to my services. "Why? Be
The court set the hearing of the pe
cause a reasonable amount of com- titions for injunctions against Treas
mon sense is a good thing, even in urer Justo Arniijo and County Superinreligious ideas. The whole burden of tendent A. B. Stroup for Saturday
my song Is "Character."
Never mind morning. These petitions were filed
you.
the road; yes, never mind the road! by counsel for Frank A. Hubbell and
Eslavlo Vigil, asking that the court
grant Injunctions against the newly
appointed
officials to restrain them
TO MAKE PERSONAL
WILLIAM S. TEVIS VISITS
from performing tne duties of the ofINSPECTION OF RANCHES fices to which they were appointed
AMERICAN LUMBER MILLS
by the governor.
Both cases are similar to those of
PLEAS- COL. H. A. JASTRO WILL LEAVE
OIL MAGNATE GREATLY
TOMORROW FOR VISIT TO RAN- the sheriff and no additional arguments
ED WITH WORKINGS OF MAMbe made, but the formality gone
CHES HE OWNS IN NEW MEX- will
MOTH INDUSTRY THINKS ALthrough with in order that the court
ICO AND ARIZONA..
BUQUERQUE HAS GROWN.
may rule on tbe cases in order that
Col. H. A. Jastro, of Hakersfield, they may be appealed to the supreme
This afternoon William S. Tevis,
thj Bakersfiild, Cal., oil magnate; H. Cal., who has been ia the city for the court.
Tne petition of the taxpayers pray
A. Jastro, also of Hakersfield ,and Col. past week, will leave tomorrow night
W. H. Greer were th guests of M. W. for a trip to the various cattle ranches ing for an injunction against the board
Flournoy, who took the party to the In which he Is interested in New Mex- of county commissioners to prevent
American Lumber mills to inspect the ico and Arizona. The ranches to bo them from borrowing $4,000 to pay the
visited are those of th2 Victorio Land court expenses, will also be . passed
Mills. The trip was muu In Mr.
& Cattle company, loiated
in Luna upon at this time.
automobile.
Manager S. C. Jackson, of the com- and Dona Ana counties; the ranches
THE KIDNEYS DO.
grant in TheirWHAT
pany, took the gentlemen through the situated on t!io Arnu-ndarlUnceasing Work Keeps U
mills where they were shown the var- southern New Mexico, and the ranchStrong and Healthy.
ious departments of the big institution es of the Bouquillas Land Ac Cattle
All the blood
In the body passes
Mr. Tevis was greatly company situated in Cochise and
in operation.
through the kidneys once every three
co'oities. Arizona.
pieas l with what he saw of the mills
The kidneys filter the blood.
Mr. Jastro and party will be gone minutes.
una tbiiiks they are one of the greatThey work night and day. When
est institutions of theli kind in the for a couple of weeks' ard upon their healthy they remove about 5(0 grains
return the co.one wll, leave for his of impure matter daily; when un
count ry.
The past year healthy, some part of this impure
Mr. Tevis is also very much pleased home at Paktrsf:elt.
op.s icr the stock inwr.h Albuquerque and thinks that the has been a goi-matter is left in the Wood. This
growth of the town has been nothing dustry in
te.iitcries.
brint-'on many diseases and symp- short of marvelous. He is of the oppain in the back, he&dache,
tome
inion that the city will have a popunervousnes, hot, dry sldn, rheumalation of ..l.iiuo or 3i,ouu people with- BROWNS OFF FOR LAS VEGAS
tism, gout, gravel, disorder of t'ne eyein the next few years. The gentleman
WITH A LIKELY BUNCH sight and bearing, dizziness, Irregular
has extensive property interests in
heart, debility drowsiness, dropsy, deA lljiiqui nine,
which
he considers
posits in the urine, etc. But if you
CAPTAIN
FRENCH UNCEREMONaiming his best investments.
the filters right you will have!
IOUSLY
DISMISSED
TONY OR- - no Troiilib; with your kidneys,
Mr. Tevis is a son of L.oyd Tevis,
j
TIZ
SUCCEEDS FRENCH.
deceased, w ho w as one of the promotNazario Alarid, of Cerrlllos Road,
ers and first president of the Weils,
Santa I'e. N. M., says: "I was conThe Mclnfoi-Farco Expri ss company. The Tevis
Browns left
Las tinually buying medicine for my kidfamily caine originally from Kemucky Vciras Iat
.
captained by Tony neys. None of the medicine I used
Ortiz. First Baseman Kiench, who had the slightest effect on my kidneys
from Fayette and Shelby counties
ami tbe gentleman who is here today captained the Browns during llm sum- or baekache, at least I was unable to
is a re.ative or .Mrs. Julia levls, who mer through a series of unbroken
notice any. When an attack of back-achwas released cn Saturday
conducted for seventy odd years
reached the virulent stage I was
"Science Hill," Phell ville. Ky., the niKht by Manager Houston, without compelled to btop work for an hour
greatest and most famous female sem- ceremony. Ortiz led the Browns In until the spasm disappeared.
When
inary in tne south.
letting during the territorial fair
from an attack I got Doan's
tournament and Is an old head at the Kidney Piils. The remedy goon benbusiness. Tlit Browns oueht to reap efited me In every way and removed
SANTA FE FIREMEN
LEAVE FOR LAS VEGAS. success under his captainship, of tr-every symptom of kidney pompla'nt.
The fulliiwlng firemen left Santa Ke are not doomed to disaster for th I heartily loeommend Luan' Kidnev
morning for Las Vegas, entire season ly some superior power. Pills."
Mm. lay
iialleL-owas a passenger for I.as
where they will represent the CapiMl
Plenty more proof like this from
City in thr firemen's tournament, to be Vegas yesterday morning. He and A!buiiue:que people. Call at the
held In that city today:
Paul Gon- Hounds, catcher for Trinidad at the
pharmacy and ask what their
zalez, Henry C. Alnrid, Jose Baca, territorial fair tournament, will act as customers report.
Adel.iMo Ortiz, James Chaves, K. Vigil, the battery for Santa Ke in the Las
For sale ly all dealers. Price f,o
Komu.ildo Martinez, Benigno Delgado.
etns tournament.
cents. Foster-MilburCo , Buffalo, N.
'I be game between Santa F
Iiani. l Hern ra. Damaslo Lop, ., H.
and Y sole agents for the United States.
I.as Vegas, which was on the program
Zinzor, and P. Dofflemeyer.
Remember the name Doan's and
yesterday, was post 110110,1 on aeeouut take no other.
Citizen ads bring results.
of rain.
take 110 other.
;
mis-calle- d
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In the first place, thp stoma h must
be made strong so that the food will
digested, the bowels
be properly
opened and the blood made pure, in
the second place, we advise you to

use Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, because It has proven time and again Its
wonderful value In all cases of stomach troubles. It always cures Poor
Appetite, Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Billiousness and Malaria.
Try a bottle today.

t AO I nvB

HOSTETTER'S

The board of directors of the Albuquerque Traction company held
their first meeting this morning at the
office of the Surety Investment
company. Every member of the Toard was
present, as follows:
W. H. Greer,
president; H. A. Jastro, vice president: M. W. Flournoy, treasurer; T.
N. Wllkerson, secretary; William 9.
Tevis, director. Mr. Jastro Is from
Hakersfield, Cal., a9 Is also Mr. Tevis.
At the meeting this morning plana
were gone over and approved for big
Improvements to the company's line
In this city. Although nothing
was
given out for publication, it is known
that the lines of the traction company
e
are to be extended several miles
next spring, more equipment ordered
and
other Improvements
made that will result in Albuquerque
having by far the best electric railway
system in the southwest.
It Is not
known what these improvements will
cost, but the sum will be somewhere
around the $100,000 ma-rkMr. Tevis will leave tonight for
New York, where he goes to meet his
family wno have been sojourning in
Kurope for the past year. He will be
accompanied by Ren All Ixitinsberry.
Upon the return of Mr. Tevis in a
few weeks. It Is expected that the im
provements that were agreed upon at
today's meeting of the board of directors will be given to the press.
Mr. revls Is one of the heaviest
stockholders in the company and is
well known throughout the west, being a
oil man of California and heavily Interested in mines
and railways In Mexico.
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self-exalte-

WANT HEALTH?

TO MAKE EXTENSIONS

by An Untimely Article Published in

EVENING CITIZEN.

In

Great Assort-

81

September,

El"8;

Oats

September.

27 Vi

Pork

September,

$12. CO;

January,

September,

$7.20;

January,

Corn

Decern Cer,

55.
;

December,

0

$12.40.

I,ard
$t;."7M;.

September,

Ribs

January,

$8.50;

$11.50.

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas Citv. Mo.. Sent. 27. Cuttle
Receipts, 18,000; market steady to a
snaue lower; native steers, J3((j&.SMi;
southern steers, $2.50ifi 5.75; southern
1 .75 (fj 2.75 ;
cows,
native cows and
heifers, $4(5.25; stockers and feed
ers, $2.7.f! 4.15; bulls, $23; calves,
$L'.751i 6.25;
western steers, $2.75)
...
ILL
4.,a; western cows, $1.75 3.25.
wA ...
mupfjiyI.. yuu wnn
anyming in
Sheer
line, at price that are fair
Iiis,
and
. .
steady; muttons, $45; Iambs, $5.255j quare, una wo are now msKing
6.85; range wethers, $4.25&5;
fed
ewts, $3.75(5 4.35.

We

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Sept. 27. Cattle Receipts
lit.ouo; liest, 10c higher; others are
steady; beeves, $3.iiu 6.10; stockers
and feedets, 2.4oLi 4.23; cows and
heifers, $1.40 4.05; Texans, $3.3u(U)
4.40; westerns, $3.1o4.75.
Sheep Receipts, 23.000; market was

are showinj
and Winter
signs In

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies
And also a full line of

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

$9

Stove. V. .$6.75

Our prices are the lowest

$8
25c
20

Decorated Havlland China, at
per cent discount.
steady;
sheep, $3.504.0O;
lambs, 75c Glass Berry Set
25c
H4r7.tiO.
35c Glass Water Pitcher
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamp
$1.25
Closing Stock Quotations.
'
New York Sepu -A- tchison, 896 :
V.V.V.'eSc
preferred, Mo; New York Central, Bo s,.am Fn
loO; Pennsylvania, 143; Southern
V.'n .X
$12-5BuB
Harness
$10.50
Pacific 132cillc.
re.
7i:
ferred, iiti; Amalgamated Copper, 83;
United States Steel,
preferred,
I

Albert Faber.

New York Money Market.
New York, Sept. 21. Mouey on call,
firm, 44Vi per cent; prime mercan-

tile paper, 4Vli

5

per cent.

Bar silver,

c.

61

Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27

cop-

Electrical Pumping Plants

THE DUKE CITY
Tea and Coffee Cq

Spelter,

118

o.8o.

A

ANNOUNCEMENT.

. . J

r.'

--

i '

taurant.

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractors' Association.

High-Grid- e

Teat. CotTecs, Extract

Spices and Baking Powders.
Mis. Rosa
Futrelle Gideon anBUTTER and KQOB
nounces that her fall term In piano inWe handle our own brands
struction will open Monday, October
of Butter and can guaran2. Pupils desiring to register may do
tee the freshness and good
so at .Mrs. Gideon's studio In the Comquality. All our highest
mercial club building between 8 and
grade of goods bear our own
12 o'clock in
the morning and belabel and are guaranteed by
tween 2 and
o'clock in the afterus.
noon, Thursday, September 21.
PuColo. Phono Black TO
pils who have registered and who desire to begin work on Saturdav. may O0K0)O9jO0JO9K)9O9jO0K)0jO0XMO9jO9
call at the studio between those hours.

216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

.,
1

0
The Colorado Telephone Co.
uooru

NEW TIME CARD
2,

-

Southbound.
depa.ts 11. o0 p. m., connects
with eastern trains.
No. 7 carries through chair, standard and tourist sleeping cars for San
Francisco.
a m
No. 22. arrives from soufh
'
connecting with No. 2, east bound.
All trains daily except No. 3 and 4.
No. 1 carries through chair, stand(
and touiint peeping cars to Los
Angebs.
II. S. LUTZ, Ag nt.
-

tooocsoacoto ooooooooooo
OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will glad da a

your heart and warm your house
when Its cold.
Fill your blna toa
next winter now and avoid the rnaa.
LOOK

American Block coal, the best Galley
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard
cnai.

STRONC. BLOCK.

No Unpleasant Effects
If you ever took lie Witt's Little
Early Risers f r biliousness or constipation you know what pill pleasure is.

WOOD

UNDERTAKERS

Factory wood, J3.00 full load; Oreea
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Llms.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Prions, 16.
Colo. Prion. 4&

and

MONUMENTS.
Jul

211 N.

T. Armljo Building.

The only long dNtance transmitters
and receivers; wail or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
rates.

No. 27,

.Superintendents
Eairvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

18, N.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?

EASTBOUND.

S. T. VANN, O. D.
Atlantic Kxpress, arrives 7:55
Eyesight Specialist.
a. m. ; departs & 3o a. m.
No. 4. CbieaL'n
Limited, arrives President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
ll:".:i Tiles, lays and Fridays: departs
12:oy a. m
Wednesdays and SaturFirst established optician in New
days.
Mexico. Classes fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Westbound.
Olllce Room 9, Whiting block. ApNo. 1, Los Angeles Kxpress, arrives pointments
iiiado at Vann's drug
7:."0 p. m.; departs 8:15 p. m.
store.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
lo: 411 a. m., Mondays and Thursdavs;
departs 10:50 a. m., Mondays and
,
Thursdays.
0. W. Strong's Sons
No. 7, San Francisco Fast Mail, ar
rives lo:3o p. 111., departs ll:lo p. in.
No.

Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Qyrofans."
See tbem
in European Hotel Res-

West Silver" Ave.,

Complete Stock

0

Electric & Construction Co.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE

Lead and Copper.
New York, Sept. 27. Lead and
per, firm, unchanged.
firm,

Southwestern

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

37;

305 Railroad Avenue

oooooooo

SeV
Ifs0"., ph.,.

-

104

de--

I Carpets, Rtigs, Matting, Linoleum

Special Prices
On the Following

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea 8ets
40c China Salad Bowl

the Pall
son, new

.

Second St., Both Phones.

a. h.

Q

&

co

Q

Progressive

Homo Restaurant

American cooking; alto all Mexl
These famous !!:: pills cleanse the can dishes a specialty. Snort orde-r- !:;o
liver and rid thy fystem of all bile Meals si rved at all hours. Old Town
Q
without producing unpleasant tfferts. Bouib of court bouse.
Sold ly till drucglrfts.
NICK FRANCO

dricgs

s

Fir.--t

St. and Cold Ave.

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Both Phones.

AL.MUOUEKQUE

PAQI MX

EVKNINO C1T1ZRN.

WEDNESDAY, 8EPT. 27, 1905.

ooocooocxDoccooaaxxxxxxx)

PALATIAL MANSION OF
A

..Amuscr.ciats..

TOPICS

TERRITORIAL

MULTI-MILLIONAIR- E

G)OOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCXXXXXXX)

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

TO LOOK AT SOME
MINING PROPERTIES.
Mrs. Estelle Cllrtte Moulton.
C. T. Brown, mining engineer and
This talented la.ly will appear at
expert, of Socorro, accompanied by the Elks' opera hoii-- e Thursday evenfew
two Boston capitalists, has gone to ing, September l'v I'"1' are
the Magdalena mining district In So- comments relative to her accomplish-

corro county. From there the party
will go to the Black Range mining
district in Sierra county, to examine
and report uxm several mining properties. They will be absent for eight
or ten days, expecting to return to
Socorro on the 4th of Oceober.
A THIRTY YEARS' PRINTER
TAKES AN EARNED LAYOFF.
Mr. ami Mrs. J. F. Kohler, who have
been in the city for two weeks, giA'Sts
of Mr. and Mrs. .lohn Patterson, on
San Francisco street, left today via
the Santa Fe Cential for F,l Paso anil
the Pacific coast. They enjoyed their
visit to the Capital' City very much.
Mr. Kohler is an employe In the printing department of the Chicago American. He has worked for thirty years
at this trade and is now enjoying a
layoff for several months.

I

SO PLEASED WITH VALLEY
OF ESTANCIA, MAY RETURN.
B. B. Cargo, of I.oraine, Ohio, masC. M.

ter mechanic of the Lake Tetmlnal
railroad, and son, who are making a

SCHWAB'S NEW PALACE IN NEW YORK.

New York, Sept. 27. "Onthe-Hud-sonIs the name that the
Chas. M. Schwab, lias bestowed upon his magnificent palace,
almost completed, on Riverside drive.
This residence has been under construction for over three years. It is
French in architeceure. based uxm
the famous old Touraine castle, the
Chateau Chenonceaux, combined with
certain characteristics of the Chateau
de Wo!s. Maurice Herbert, who Is
the architect of the house, has had
the assistance of over loo artists in
the maMer of design and the scheme
of decoration, and the neasures of
ancient as well as modern Europe
have been ransacked to serve as models for the house and is superb furnishings.
The ground upon which the house
stands occupies an entire city block,
going back on the east to West-end- -

PEANUTS RISING IN
USE AND FAME
Mark up a tally for the succulent
goober.
It has achieved new fame and Is
being exploited by your Uncle Sam In
a treatise that is being handed out
free gratis.
The peant Is good for hay. In addition to its vaiue as an adjunct to
the celebration of Sunday, the peanut
may be grown i like manner to Its
,
and at the
sister ship, the
crucial moment the hogs may be turned in upon It, with great joy to the
hogs and profit to the agriculturist.
The seed is generally shelled before
planting; and for seeding purposes it
is found that the unroasted peanut
is the readier sprouter.
In a germination test the unroasted peanuts beat the others 98 to 0.
As when eaten In the gallery, It Is
found better to break the pods before
putting them in.
In seeding the thin red jacket about
the kernel should not be removed.
In eating, this is optional. Planting
ehoHd be done in warm weather and
n crav soil is recommended for all
varieties.
acres devoted
There were 203,9-1to the culture of peanuts In the last
census, and the data show that the
crop has grown In popularity. Peanuts grown for market require more
care In harvesting than a crop
grown for stock food. In the latter
case the stock will do the harvesting.
"When the vines are desired for hay
they should 1 hung up on poles until
thoroughly cured, after which they
should be hauled to the barn. Peanut
hay Is worth $10 a ton to anybody
who wants it; and If the soil is ail
right and the weather good, the yield
should not be less than one or more
than three tons to the acre. And this
does not count the nuts. There Is a
thriving town in Georgia whose Imports are peanuts and exports are
olive oil, which Is suggestive, to say
the least.
cow-pea-

Are You Engaged?
Engaged people should remember,
that, after marriage, many quarrels
can be avoided, by keeping their digestions In good condition with Electric Bitters. S. A. Brown, of Bennetts-vllle- ,
S. C, says: "For years my wife
suffered intensely from dyspepsia,
complicated with a torpid liver, until
she lost her strength and vigor, and
became a mere wreck of her former
self. Then she tried Electric Bitters,
which helped her at once, and finally
made her entirely well. She Is now
strong and healthy." All druggists sell
and guarantee them, at BO cents a hot

tie.

There are other WRITING

IN SIGHT

TYPEWRITERS,
But thi? U C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
excels them all. Then it has a TAB
ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attach
ment, without extra charge.
solicited. N. W. Alger,
general agent, 124 South Walter St.

pleasure trip through the southwest,
avenue, and extending from West 73d have been In the Estancia valley for
street to West 71th.
several days, and are so pleased with
One of the most splendid rooms In that section that they seriously conthe house is the dining room. It ia template making It their future home.
hung with specially designed tapes-trie- A visit was planned for yesterday to
of American make, though tak- Albuquerque, after which Mr. Cargo
ing on the air of Louis XIV. They and son will return to their home.
iepresent "The Four Seasons" and
"Abundance" and will aid in making PARTY OF SANTA FEANS
OFF FOR LAS VEGAS.
this one of the most beatiful banquet
Territorial Secretary J. W.
rooms in this country.
Hon. Arthur Sellgman, and W.
One entire floor of this house Is devoted to guest chambers, showing t fiat A. Bayer left early Sunday morning
the Schwabs intend to take part in for Las Vegas In the automobile of
the social doings of New York, while Secretary Raynobls. It rained and the
on the ground floor is the swimming roads were heavy, and, therefore, they
pool of marble, rivaling
those of were compelled to stop at Chapelle,
twtenty miles this side of Las Vegas,
Greece and Aorae, with a huge
the latter being surrounded last night. It rained a good deal yesThey
terday and the day before.
with a graceful balcony.
The spacious grounds surrounding started bright and early this morning
the house have already begun to sHow and reached the Meadow City In good
the work of the landscape gardeners. time, despite the heavy roads.
WISE POLICE SUSPECT
THE WRONG MAN.
AS IN COLORADO SO
A. S. Forman, who had been employed for several months at the railLET NEW MEXICO BE road shops
In Alamogordo, while en
ruote from that city to Hot Springs,
la where hae was going for the benefit
The important announcement
made that the immigration agents of of his health, was arrested In El Paso
the Missouri Pacific system intend on the charge of peddling without a
to meet in annal convention in Colo- license and being a suspicious charForman had four watches
rado next year, and that, much of acter.
their time will be spent in this city. which he was trying to sell and the
The work of these men for the Mis- El paso police believed that he had
souri Pacific and similar agents for stolen the time pieces. Saturday it
other railroads forms an Important was shown that the watches were his
factor In deveioping the west by In- own and he was allowed to continue
ducing new people to make homes on his journey.
within its limits. The Missorl Pacific
men have, it is said, caused a large BY AUTOMOBILE AND
BY RAILWAY TRAIN.
number of famlies to remove to the
J. A. Graham, secretary of the Ros-wesouthwestern states, such as Arkan-- .
Commercial Club, has gone to
sas, Louisiana and Texas. After they
have held a convention here and Las Vegas, as a delegate from Chaves
with their own eyes have seen the county to the Good Roads' convention.
attractions of this state and Its mani-f- Mr. Graham made the trip from his
lndtaural advantages, they will cer- home via the automobile route to
tainly inc. tide Colorado In the re- Torrance and the Santa Fe Central to
Santa Fe, and the A., T. & S. F. to
gions recommended to home
Las Vegas. He says the trip overAlthogh circumstances have kept land was very pleasant, as the roads
the Missouri Pacific agents from giv are good and the weather delightful.
ing as much attention to Colorado as Mr. Graham states that the Roswell
they have to certain other
states, Commercial Club is taking a great
other railroads have kept this sec- deal of Interest in the construction of
tion of the contry in view. Some of good roads In that district and will
of thousands of be well represented at the
them have spent-tendollars in advertising our mountain
scenery and In picturing to land buy
ers and homeseekers the excellence MASONS MOVE THEIR
LODGE TO MIMBRES.
of the opportnities presented here.
The members oTMimbres lodge, No.
The Denver & Rio Grande, under
the direction of Mayor Hooper, has 10, A. F. & A. Masons, dedicated their
made the scenic wonders of our moun new lodge building on the Mimbres,
tains famous throughout the civilized opposite the mercantile houe of
world by Its advertisements; and the Charles Dennies, in Grant county, lasf
Rock Island, the Brlington, the Santa week. This lodge was formerly loca
Fe, the union Pacific and other roads ted at Georgetown, and greatly pros
have labored in a similar way to pered in the palmy days of that min
make Colorado known. It is gratify- ing camp, which Is now abandoned aling to believe that they are more in most entirely, thus necessitating the
clined to do so now than ever before. above change of location for the con
The addition of the large army of venience of the members, who prin
Missouri Pacific agents to the number clpally reside on the Mimbres.
of those who are actively working for
Colorado will be an Important event, MINING COMPARED
and it cannot fail to be followed by
excellent results. Denver
WITH OTHER THINGS
Ray-nold-

nata-toiiu-

ll

o

s

that the
of this
industries"
great "parent
country are what keep it up, then
there has been a broad statement
If as it has been charged,

FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Iand of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 25, made without regard to the facts.
1905.
What we know as the parent enter-ptise- s
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
of the commonwealth are the
lowing named settler has filed notice railways and ocher market-control- l
of his intention to make final proof ing Industries.
in support of his claim, and that said
Thj Denver Mining record asks
proof will be made before the u. S what mining means to the staid old
court commission at Albuquerque, N industry of tt ansportatlon. Junt 32 per
M
on November 4, 1!V5., viz.: Don- cent of the products hauled over the
aciano Valencia, for the southwest railway lines of the United States
quarter of section 2, township 8 north, are mineral products; not all bullion
range 6 east.
or ore. but the things thai, are made
He names the following witnesses of
nielil. or are of nilnnai origin.
to prove his continuous
residence
ceiibl no more get
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: along
mining than it could get
withot
JacolK) Valencia, of Chillll, N. M.;
along wiihcut ac.nculture; and. not
Jose Mora, of Chillll, N. M .; Alelan so weli, it percentage counts for any
dro Ronquillo, of Chillll, N. M.; Adam thing:
Lopez, of Clilili. N. M.
diting mi
in
it we.f.re
MANUEL R. OTERO.
us take Into consideration its
let
Register. meaning '3 the countrv at
to
of men
thousands
the Hundreds
by
the
and women who are employed
firm niaiiufaetmii.g cr handling mineral products; to thote who are in- dlrectl;. as well as direct'v d pendent
Jn these different products! Let
us keen in mind that mining makes
great
our
pussi)!.?
buildings, or railway, cr.r machinery;
that ii gives us our money, nid even
or jewelry; that It enters largely
anl vitally into every phase of mod-er(MinmereUl and don.ehtic life.
When man was tull iinciv'li.ed he
fruits anl gram.'', but iie did not
have bosrse and comforts. He did
not hive ti. t uns f lapel bii ! comfortable travel. He I'm iic.'ihiiip, worth
considering until lie began to dig for
NOTICE

Tiunh-portHtio-

.'

ili-c-

NEW BATTLESHIP KANSAS

steel-frame-

l.l

mineral:!.
in '.
days when maiiv
Aa I t
or in would place
iidti.t 'ist in the
scale, we find that it is furnishing
per
more
two
cent
of the articles of

o.

11

transportation that the forests, the

Tliit latest addition to the Vnitej States navy is pla lined to be one
of the mobt formidable war craft In the world. The Kansas is 4;n feet
long, "ti feet wide;, displacement 16,niU tons, speed IS knots. The battery
guns,
will comprint) four LMnch, eight elght-inehand twenty three-Inc18 one pounders and atomatie rifles. The cost of the
VI
battleship complete will be about $4,".ijo,Uou aud the crew will coumsi of
bul officers aud men.
e

three-pounder-

fields, the printeries and '.c ntipier-oil- s
oilier iu.s' itut ions that we lia.e
come to retard as all important!
Mining Is basic. It Is lasting. That
Is the grente!-- reason fer .lie tutu-a- l
Mend of small inn sweciits t narj
mining as a nuans of safety and

BETWEEN

THIRD STREETS

JE'COND

rl&:'''Sy6e

ments:
"The work of Mrs. K.tella Gillette
She will
Moulton was a revelation.
soon be considered one of the foremost vocalists this country has produced." Pittsburg Dispatch.
"Mrs. Estella Gillette Moulton has
season. Her
had a very sucre-sfiart Impioves w!'h her rapidly inpopularity." The Musical
creasing
Leader.
"Mrs. Moulton came to us most
highly recommei led, but we were
quite unprepared Mr the rare treat
which she gave - Never before have
we had a Boloist whose singing so delighted both in iieian and ordinary
listener." Louisville Courier-Journa"The concert by Mrs. Moulton last
night in Mandel hall was a splendid
success. A lari.e and appreciative
audience was in attendance and de
Chicago
encores.
many
manded
Daily Maroon.
,
Ramona Coming.
social event of more
A dramatic
than ordinary Importance will be the
appearance or 1v1an
ainoun ana a
superior company at the Elks opera
house on Saturday. September 30, In
a magnificent scenic production of
the romance of California. "Ramona,'
dramatized from Helen Hunt Jack
son s celebrated book or tne same
name. For picturesque quality and
dramatic strength a better subject
could not have been selected for tne
stage; the instantaneous success of
the play proves conclusively the mar
velous popularity of the book. I he
dramatization is' faithful to the story
and retains all the pilncipal episodes.
It is relieved by a delicious vein of
comedy and further enhanced by
some interesting and pretty Spanish
musical numbers. The cast will be a
large one, and includes among others
Messrs. Walter Shannon. Howard
Jones, IvOuls Belmotir, John Hynes,
Gregory Rogers, Erville Alderson,
Charles Hagen, l.ce Mainard, Deceits
and Vail, Win, Peck, Miss Elinor
Stone, Miss Florence Bell. Mrs. Louis
Belmour, Miss Laura Davis and Miss
Ida Andrews. The sale of seats for
this performance will open on Saturday morning at it o'clock.

ttore of
0

il

0
216 West Railroad Avenue, September,

1905.
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These cool mornings suggest
warm underwear; the subject of
underwear naturally suggests

l.

The Globe Store
As the place to procure the best
made at prices asked for inferior
goods sold elsewhere.

1

Mentor Underwear
For ladies and children is the
most healthful as well as comfortable underwear
healthful
because Mentor material is very
absorbent, taking up excessive
perspiration and keeping the
body uniformly warm comfortable because it is soft, smooth,
warm, and
Absolute fit
wear is guaranteed.
non-irritatin- g.

M

ACY.

"Attest

"B. RUPPE, President.
:

"A. J. FISCHER, Secretary."
Like Finding Money.
FlndlnK health Is like finding money

so think those who are sick. When
you have a cough, cold, sore throat, or
chest irritation, better act promptly
like W .C. Barber, of Sandy Level, Va.
He 6ays: "I had a terrible chest trouble, caused by smoke and coal dust on
my lungs; but, after finding no relief
In other remedies, I was cured by Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consumption. Coughs and Colds." Oreatest sale
of any cough or lung medicine In the
world. At a.l druggists; 50 cand $1.00;
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
SENTENCES FROM THE
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT.
Besides the penitentiary sentences
which were pronounced Ty Judge
Frank W. Barker at the fall term ot
the third judicial district court for
(irant count v at Silver Cltv last week.
the following ctiminal cases were disposed of:
Felix Valencia, unlawfully
assaulting a dwelling, $luo fine and a
thirty days' Jail sentence:
Manuel
Juarez, petty larceny, thirty days In
jail; Alexander I.eHau, assault and
battery, fined $50 and costs; the appeal case nf the Territory vs. Felix
Maripii . was dismissed at the cost of
the Territory.
The following cases
were dismissed, with leave to reinstate: Walter Newman, murder; Alfred F. Kay, rape; Frank Woods, forgery; Felix Torres, larceny; Francisco Ablaoa, assault to kill and burglary.
Hosa Maria Romero ami Francisco
Onteveras we:e adjudged to be of unsound mind and were orTTered committed to the Insane asylum at Las Vegas.

New Hotel and Rooming House.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
pen September 11, at 821 South better cook with safe (:as.
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Mrs. H. Oreen, proprietor.
Freeh Cut Flowers.

--

no shrinking, and long

Union and Two Piece Salts
You are urged to call at THE GLOBE STORE and examine
these garments.

In gentlemen's furnishings we have just received a Special
make of

Elegant White Shifts
Bodies of Wamsutta muslin, bosoms of 2200 linen, perfect
fitting, and guaranteed in every particular, or money refunded
regular $1. 50 value.

...Out Price $J.OO Each...
Underwear in all grades Union and Two Piece suits. We
make a specialty of Loat Shirts. Corliss, Coon & Co quarter- sized Collars, and Shields' Guaranteed Hats.

0

0

Look Out for the BIG GLOBE Sign
On West Railroad Avenae.

DENVER

THE DINING
CAR SERVICE

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE

From the California Limited
Log Book)

e

.

0
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THE NEW MEXICO
BOARD OF PHARMACY
IMPORTANT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED AND PASSED AT RECENT MEETING.
At the meeting of the New Mexico
board of pharmacy which was held In
this city during fair week, besides the
granting of certificates as pharmacists to E. J. Neer, of Portales, and
Jackson Agee, of Silver City, the
board unanimously adopted the following resolution, introduced by President B. Ruppe:
"Resolved, That rule 4 be and the
same is hereby abrogated and the following rule substituted, to take effect
from and after this day and date.
"Rule 4. The board will hereafter
not recognize, as sufficient qualification of an applicant to registration in
New Mexico, any diploma, certificate,
or other credential; except that a
diploma from a college of pharmacy
of standing will be recognized as a
to entitle the. holder to
examination by this board.
"That hereafter no certificate will
be Issued to any applicant for registration who is not a graduate of a
reputable school of pharmacy and who
has not attended a high school for at
least one year.
"During the Interim between meetings of the board any one member
thereof Is authorized to give either
an oral or written examination to an
applicant holding a diploma from a
reputable school of pharmacy, and, If
satisfied that said applicant Is qualified and the bona fide owner of the diploma, grant a temporary certificate,
which shall be valid until the next
meeting of the board.
"Examinations shall consist of ten
(10) questions, each in the branches
of pharmacy, materia medlca, chemistry, botany and toxicology, and shall
be written, together with a quiz of
not less than fifty (50) questions of
practical working, and a resume of
questions of written work, and Identi(25)
fication of nt least twenty-fivspecimens.
"This board will refuse to grant
registration, and issue a certificate as
registered pharmacist, to any applicant who is addicted to the use of cocaine, morphia or other narcotic drug,
or who Is an habitual drunkard.
"NEW MEXICO BOARD OF PHAU-- .

0

"Scenic Line of the World' '

It Is peculiar that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. tt' a
habit, and we can't help it. I
am really ashamed to say any-

thing further,

tut

I

caa't

Shortest and quickest Una frsm
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all line east and west, Time as quick
and rates as low as by othsr lines.

ab-

stain. The dining car serrlce
on the California Limited is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

DININQ
SLEEPERS,
PULLMAN
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

trains.

No tiresome

delsys at any station.

matter
For Illustrated advertising
or Information, address or apply te
The-Bes-

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.f Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. f., Santa Fe, New Mex.

t

of Colorado
The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

Colorado Southern
Railway
Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are ycj interested in Colorado?
Send three cents In stamps for our
beautiful Illustrated book, "Plotur-esqu- e
Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas AgL.
Denver, Colo.

See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
.

(I

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
ot ttio world.
,
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island &. Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
S. H. GRIM SHAW,
W. II. ANDREWS,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIHERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. Ij. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

0
0

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS

ALBUQUKHQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

WEDNESDAY, 8EPT. 27, 1905.
will volunteer to sacrifice some of
own skin In this noble cause,
savs the New Mexican.
The doctors state that this Is one of

SCROFULA

their

MOST ANYTHING
This la thn time at vnnr vhm thp
small boy trie to put on his shoes to
wear to school, anil flmln thn.1 hl fppt
have grown two sizes while he has
been going barefoot.

the worst burns with which they have
met during their practice of medicine
and those who volunteer will be anting In one of the most humane acts
American League.
of the world, lh Is absolutely necesR
sary In order to save the life of the St.At New York
6
girl that this skin grafting Is done NewLouis
York
2
and volunteers should not be lacking.
Second game
R
St. Louis
7

The Devil. Ye Say?
MURDER AT MONERO
Oiir "office devil." after reading
about big apples, big snakes and big
peaciies, thought he would skin them YOUNG ITALIAN SHOT AND KILLED
WITHOUT PROVOCATION
an. so ne Drought to the editor a
MIDNIGHT SATURDAY.
eouplt of big tomatoes of his own rais
nig, which are monsters In size,
As
a murder as ever
weighing over three pounds each, and
perfect in form. New I'hladelphla occurred in the northwestern part of
New Mexico was committed at Mone-r(O.) Democrat.
Saturday night by John Cowan
killing Pete Cheplttl. a young and
A maiden whose name Is Bet,
Has not put on her flannels as yet; harmless Italian laborer, shooting him
through the body with a 50.70 WinShe thought all was hunk,
Until moths in her trunk
chester about midnight. Cowan Is still
A reward of 150 Is offered
Nearly all of her flannette.
at lurj-e- .
by the sheriff's office for his arrest.
"Why don't you marry a rich girl?" Hia descfIp;lo:i is: Aoout 24 years
"1 have often tried to."
old, sandy complexion and mustache,
height about five tcet, nine Inches,
"What is the trouble?"
"1 can"t keep up my end wltn thetn weight about 150 pounds, wore striped
He
In ordinary conversation."
suit, black
hat.
is FtipposeJ to h:tve gone to Colorado.
"That's strange."
"Not at all. What reply can I make
when money talks?"
o

broaa-hrlmme-

New

York

2

At Philadelphia
Detroit
Philadelphia
At Boston
Chicago
Boston
Second Game
Chicago
Boston
At Washington-Washin- gton
Cleveland
Second Game
Washington
Cleveland

4

R

H

10

it?
9

H

1

7
6

R
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0

6
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13
6

16
11
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At Chicago
Chicago
Brooklyn
At St. Louis

7

H

5

New Y'ork

H
11

10
9

National League.
At Cincinnati
R
13
Cincinnati
1
Boston
R
At Pittsburg

Pittsburg

10
11

6

3

H
13
8
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and the diseased blood of parents i
handed down to chijlren in the form of
E Scrofula. Being thus deeply rooted
nothing can reach the disease but a
remedy. The verv fouiid.nion
is diseased, and until it is
E of the blood tnsde
strong, those who art
purified and
born with a scrofulous tendency cannot
have the blessing of robust health.

E
E
E

E
E

12
7

R

This-is-on-m- e

k
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one-hal-

coal-field-

West Gold Avenue.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Elks Opera HouseThursday, September 28th, '05

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Cleveland, O., 123 Brownell St.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
I lnhwrltwd Borofuls from my anoontry,
and thi meant, of ooure, wrnk, impure Masonic Building, North Third Street.
blood and a
dobilitHted condition of the vat em. Treatment of ph y
atciana did not do me ttnythinff like tun
A. 9LEY8TEB
8. 8. did laat winter when I took
f t.oodIt8.promote
appetite and dilution,
INSURANCE, REAL. ESTATE-NOTA- RY
Riven atrength and energy, builds up
PUBLIC.
the
health in every way, and In
addition to being an eoellnt blood pu. Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
rifier it adds to ita success hi a remedy
for Scrofula. It did more for me than
Automatic Telephone, 174.
anything I have used,
and
pleasure I recommend it. B. 8. 8. with
completely
cured me of this blighting disease.
MRS. LOUISE COHEN,
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
S. S. S., the king of blood purifiers, is
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
the medicine that is required, because it
changes the quality of the blood by
113 12 W. Railroad Avenna.
cleansing it of all poisons and impurities,
building it up and strengthening the entire system. When S. b. S. lias restored
PIONKEK BAKERY
the blood to a healthy condition and
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
forced out the scrofulous deposits, there
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
is a sure return to health. No remedy
has ever been found to equal this great WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
vegetable preparation for the cure of all
We desire patronage and we guardiseases arising antee first class baking.
from a diseased 207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

BY

All

Estclla Gillette Monitors,
Chicago.
of
Assisted by Mabel

s

a.

or impure blood
supply. If yon
have Scrofula or
a n v ipnili'tirttMt way write PAINTS,. OILS, . VARNISHES.
g

Work Keeps Us
Strong and Healthy.
All the blood
In the body passes
through the kidneys once every three
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day. When
healthy they remove about BDO grains
of Impure matter daily; when unhealthy, some part of this impure
matter Is left in the blood. This
brings on many diseases and symp-tompain in the back, headache,
nervousness, hot, dry skin, rheuma
tism, gout, gravel, disorder of file eye
sight and hearing, dizziness, irregular
heart, debility drowsiness, dropsy, de
posits in the urine, etc. But if you
keep the filters right you will have
no trouble with your kidneys.
Nazario Alurld, of Cerrilloa Road,
Santa Fe, N. M says: "I was con
tinually buying medicine for my kid
neys.
None of the medicine I used
had the slightest effect on my kidneys
or backache, at least I was unable to
notice any. When an attack of back
acne reached the virulent stage I was
compelled to stop work for an hour
until the spasm disappeared.
When
suffering from an attack I got Doan's
Kidney Pills. The remedy soon ben
efited me in every way and removed
every symptom of kidney complaint.
I
heartily recommend Doan's Kidney
Pills."
Plenty more proof like this from
Albuquerque people. Call at the Al- varado pharmacy and ask what their
customers report.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MilburY., sole agents for the United States.
ltememher the name Doan's and
take no other.
54
take no other.

ELKS THEATRE

Tw0 Performances, Matinee
and Night.

RAMONA

4o

j aj QQsx4Kooaxo:

rGROSsTK

& CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Ja8. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Staple and Fancy

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

e

Groceries
Creamery

Butter Best
Earth.

HUl8boro

9

The California romance, dramatized from Helen Hunt Jackson's
novel, (authorized by Little, Brown & Co., and C. H. Jackson, owners of copyrlRht). A glorious love tale, set In idyllic scenic environment. Special music.
.
PRICES: Evening and Matinee, $1, 75c and 50c.
Seats on sale at Matson'e Thursday, September 28, 9 o'clock a. m.

G. PRATT & CO.

Fm

Sept. 26th. at

Saturday, Sept. 30
The Gifted Young Actress,
an Excellent
VIRGINIA CALHOUN And
Company In

Established In 1882

Their Unceasing

.

oooooooooo

AND

UltUSHEa
usnllaloutyour
case and we will send you a look describ-inPulmpttn T)nnf Palnf Stnna all loalta
the disease and give, without charge, One gallon Devoe'a Paint Covers
any medical advice you may need.
Three hundred square feet two coats.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.
Leather, Harness, 8addles, Eto
409 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.

Stevens-Himoe-

Soprano

Seats on sale at Matson's Book Store, Tuesday,
o'clock. Prices 60 and 75 centts.

0

Thos. b. Kelehcr

-

PURELY VEGETABLE.

8EVEN.

AMUSEMENTS

run-dow-

H E
4
0
MARKETJ.ETTER
What's the' Attraction, Tom?
1
7
Tom Sexton was seen at Whiteside.
R H E
Sunday. He had had a shave, and had Special Correspondence.
3
8
2
Mo., Sept. 25. A- St. Iritis
Kansas City,
a smile on his face as long as a wave
2
9 12
Philadelphia
on the Tennessee river. Roope Cor- lthough cattle receipts fell off 25 per
respondence Sequache (Tenn.) News. cent last week, as compared with
FOOTBALL.
either of the two preceding weeks,
At Iowa City
prices did not make any gain, but InNames for the Treaty.
Coe
Iowa State University
While there is so much discussion stead were barely steady. Cows were college by a score of 27 todefeated
0.
over the proper name for the peace an exception, and gained from 10 to
treaty between Russia and Japan, why 20 cents. Buyers knew that heavy
not consider one of these:
runs would come as soon as the railSPORTING BREVITIES
The Picture Machine Treaty?
roads could handle the business, and
Treaty?
acted accordingly. Eastern markets
The Conference Cocktail Treaty?
had large supplies, another bad featA group of Buffalo base ball play
ure. The supply of cattle today was ers went out to see the town the
The Stand-pa- t
Treaty?
25,000, and the market was- Bteady to other day. At 1:30 a. m., while they
The Air of Pessimism Treaty?
10c lower. Most of the run today Is were singing "Everybody Works But
The Irreducible-MinimuTreaty?
from Kansas and Oklahoma, the sup- Father,"
The Armistice-les- s
Treaty?
copper
a unsympathetic
ply from the Panhandle and Colorado happened along, and In the
The
Treaty?
melee
being extremely small, considering that
George
Stailings
followed
Enlightening the World.
the liberal run. Some Ixickhart steers Catcher Frank McManus and First
West Lafayette is well known as an from Rocky Ford, Colo., weighing Baseman Murphy were pretty badly
.
educational center.
1,050 pounds, sold today at $3.60, and
up with a black-jack- .
The next
But she Is now contributing to the a train of Nevada cattle are here but cut
morning
of the players contrl
or
education
the world In a new way, are not being shown today. They will buted $2 each
city.
to the
as Is evidenced by the stacks of Btlcks be on tomorrow's market. Seventeen
Gotch, who Is a wrestler,
sent out by the West Lafayette Man cars of steels belonging to the Selber butFrank
ufacturing company for the bottoms Cattle company, from Wesiwater, ing Imaginesgo he's a fighter, is train
for his
with "Boomer" Weeks,
of maps.
Utah, sold Friday at $3.25. Their
Spokane firemau, who thinks he is
West Lafayette's sycamores are en weight was 1.052. Common Colorado aa coming
Jeffries. The bout is sche
lightening the world. West Lafayette steers, from La Junta, sold at $2.85
duled for September 29 at Spokane.
tu.) indicator.
and $2.90. Most of the Panhandle stuff
Harry Corbett will be In bed six
lately has been cows and calves; cows weeks; fell
from a fractious horse
"Snapping His Pictuie."
mainly at $2.35 to $2.65 and calves at and tracked his
knee cap.
al$3.25 to $4.50 for heavyweights,
very much as though Artfui
though 11 gilt ones brought up to $fi, andLooks
Sysonby will meet at Brighton
being very scarce. Some nice yeara
next Wednesday.
What
lings sold at $3.50, medium stockers Beach
race! What a race!
and feeders at $2.75 to $3.25. and a
This sounds like a minstrel joke,
train of Knorpp & Bugbee killing but
Isn't. Lew Doc.ksta.1er tipped
steers from Clarendon, weighing 1.123 Eddieit Foy
F. as a
pounds, at $3.40. Canners sold strong g.od thing off on Gertrude
at Toronto. Foy lcoked
at $1.75 to $2.25.
oddse, 15 to I stH sinvk his
Sheep and lamb receipts have been et
head. "Not for Willie," he said. "Lew
heavy in the last few days, but very can
sprng his jokes on the red necks,
light before that for some time. The
It's me that's the wise boy" Ger
supply today is 20,000 head. The but
F. romped in ahead
of the
market Is 10 to 15c lower and about trude
up
cleaned
25c lower than a week ago, aim pos- field, and llockstader
but Foy Is silent now.
sibly more on lambs. Utah lambs, $2,000,
Harlem Jockey club races begin
weighing 64 pounds, sold today at $6.50 September
meeting is for
and some a little better than these on four and 30.f Theweeks.
Races at
Friday at $6.75. Arizona lambs, that New
Orlenas begin November 30.
weighed 67 pounds, sold today at
Napoleon Lajole picks the athlet
JR. 3o; Colorado lambs, 59 pounds, at
to win from the Giants.
$6.
Feedings lambs are selling at IcsKnox
college Is rapidly getting Its
$5.50 to $6, and do not show as much
into fighting trim for the sea
decline as killing lambs. Utah and eleven
Right tackle Lampke has brok'
Idaho wethers and yearlings sold at son.
This is the month of the grape
$4.70 and $4.75 today, and $5.15 would en his right wrist, and Capt. Hllding
be about the limit on the best year nas torn loose the ligaments of his
From the kitchens aromas escape
lings. Ewes sold at $4.15 to $4.25 to right shoulder.
That indicates mother Is putting day, for slaughter, and choice breedThe following claims to pugilistic
in em up
ing ewes bring about the same fig- titles are all targets for brickbats
And using per grape of sugar a cup. ure. Feeding
Heavyweight,
wethers and yearlings from the dissenters:
Marvin Hart; light heavyweight,
China gets back Manchuria slightly $4.25 to $4.40. The prospects seem Robt. Fitzsimmons;
welterweight,
to favor still lower prices in the near
shopworn, but with some lovely
Cans; featherweight, Abe Attell;
future, but it will depend on the sup- Joe
in It.
ply. The demand can absorb almost bantam, Frankie Neil.
St. Ixwis American league
club
any supply likely to come and It is
What position can a
ambitious
only a question of how much compe- owners are becoming
farmers, If signs indicate anything.
The Maiden's Prayer.
tition buyers are forced into.
They have secured Minneapolis In
A certain girl said she wished Dave
the American association,
and inPassmore could find riira a girl.
STOCK SALES
stalled Dick Padden as
Roope
coirespondence
Sequache
Now they are reaching out for
(Tenn.) News.
Special Correspondence.
Kansas City in the same association.
If their plans ?o through they will be
e
Our Want Column.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 22.
COOK
A good plain cook can get
were some sales of Panhandle able to control about 60 ball players.
Yale hopes of landing Thompson,
steady work. Must be truly good, but and New Mexico cattle at Kansas
the mighty Exeter guard, have turnnot too plain. K. K. K.
City this week:
ed to oVad sea fruit. Cornell must
Monday, September 18.
ARTIST wants one large room, north
light, fashionable neighborhood, all
A.
Hance, Canadian, Texas, 53 have bid high.
The woe of Chicago followers of
conveniences; rent about "J2 a month". steers, 234 pounds, $3.25.
J. Mahan, Higgins, Texas, 50 steers, th.j racing game la summarized by a
X. Y. Z.
Windy city writer as follows:
$20 REWARD
Lost near postof-flce- , 620 jiounds, $3.20.
Tell me, If you'll ever budge?
Tuesday, September 19.
one letter from lady. Return to
Tell me, If there' a chance to race?
this office, and not to my wife. A. Knorpp & Bugbee, Claiendon, Tex
If ever again we'll suit the Judge?
as. MM steers, 1,128 pounds, $3.40.
B. C.
Gee! But this is a lonesome
White & S., Canyon City, Texas,
On steps at Prohibition
FOUND
place.
All
rally, one corkscrew.
replies 159 cows, 741 pounds, $2.25.
Harry Tenny. who knocked out
G. C. Holt, Tulla, Texas, 30 cows,
treated as confidential. V. 0. P.
DRESSMAKER wanted, to sew on 819 pounds, $2.45; 27 cows, 717 pounds, Monte Attell, brother of Abe, at Gold-fielIs to meet Frank ie Nell In San
hooks for the eyes of potatoes with $2.35.
J. A. Wallace, Canyon City, Texas. Francisco, September 29, for the Am
their jackets on. O. N. T., city.
TO RENT
Apartment for gentle- 79 calves, 313 pounds, $3.75; 46 erican bantan weight championship.
calves. 185 pounds, $4.50.
Philadelphia a crack featherweight,
man with steam lieat. M. N. O.
L. M.
Texas, 69 steers, Young Erne, Is to meet young Cor
Truthfully reJOJO, Clairvoyant.
bett at Chelsea, Mass., on September
veals everything.
Predicted
Labor 62sA. pounds, $3.35.
S. Parker, Tulia. Texas, 34 cows. 28. In a
liout.
They have
Day would fall on September 4th. 11,
S63 pounds, $2.45; 36 yearling steers, have met twice before.
The first
44 13th street.
533 pounds, $3.50.
meeting
was
all Corbett, but the sec
WILL kindly old gentleman who
T.
Sagser,
J.
Copenhagen,
ond
Texas,
Erne.
ail
gave newsboy a Tead nickel In front
7t; pounds, $2.25.
Billy Nilan, who did so much talk- of the Steenth Street National Rank 40 J.cows,
graft before the i a.'fornia
please communicate with PHILAN- cows, H. Wilson, Hereford, Texas, 20 l.ig alii-iS16 pounds, $2.50.
lilir; Ml wit 11 SI!
THROPIST?
H. L.
Wayside, Texas, 3!
fight measure, has been
FOR SALE
French mantel clock, cows, 807Holland.
pounds. $2.45.
sun nioned to testify before a grand
on time; also folding bed on tick" J.
E. W. Coke, Giles, Texas, 81 can- jury. Western spirts
a kibonh
J. J.
ners, 73S pounds, $2.03; 47 cows, 825 may l.e put on tii-- j fl.ititii j;:mie in
BUSINESS CHANCE
A centle-tnapounds, $2.60.
Golden 'tar?.
tin
with experience' in betting on
J. R. Beverly, Amarillo. Texas, 38
"Duach l.avin", of list year's Yaie
horses will be pleased to invest life cows, 825 pounds, $2. Ho;
cows, 812 foot
!.: N".
has re.u-i.'j- l
a
savines of
ha;d working widow. X. pounds, $2.50; 55 calves, L'23 pounds, Huvcr.. H? Is hf'ij;
that, tff t:,j
O.
$4.
bis return help.i K), :t cliar.res f r a
A hammock for
TO EXCHANGE
strong eleven.
Wednesday, September 20.
a coal 'hod. U. V. M.
J. L. Ferguson, Hale Center, TexThe American
Association
base
as, t'.l sleets, 74: pounds, $2.85.
ball pennant will be awarded at ChiHistorical Fragments.
.
J. McAllister, New Mexico, 41
cago next Thursday.
Henry VIII was very disconsolate
4S2
pounds, $3.5"; 59 cows,
There's a rf utilon of di:sky boxers
one diiy.
V2 pounds, $2.60.
in t'.'f ir.vit iir shades of oblivion.
"What ails thee, sire," asked wife
Thursday, September 21.
Joe (Jans has joined George Dixon in
No. 6.
M. Ready. Childress, Texas, 25 cows, the
retreat. They all look
"I feel discouraged." said bis maj- 775 pounds, $2.45; T.
La'iahlin. alike to old man. I line.
esty, "every time I THink how many Texas, 23 cows. 718 pounds, $2.5u; 16
What's tlie matter with McfJiniiity?
wivis I could have bad if I had moved cows, 813 pounds, $2.45.
New York would like to know. The
t.i Brooklyn and posed as a dentist."
i.
L.
Dunn,
Texas, 50 iron man looks more like an easy
s'eers, 884 pounds, $3.23; 33 mlves, mark of late than the invineiple
236 pounds, $3.23.
TO SAVE LITTLE GIRL'S LIFE
pitcher of obi. loo frequent use of
Following were some sales of
the spit ball is one of tin: causes
goats and sbetp at Kansas given for his decline.
VOLUNTEERS WANTED WHO ARE Ci'y this week:
Terry McGovern has begun train
WILLING TO GIVE OF THEIR
Wednesday, September 20.
ing for his meeting
with Tommy
CUTICLE TO LOVELY STRICKEN
Smith & Hamilton, Texas, 678 Murphy earlv in October.
MAID.
goats, si pounds, $3.
After being out of the ring for six
Thursday, September 21.
months on account of a broken wrist.
Pome time niro the twelve year old
Mr. Gray, Del Km, Ariz., 21 lambs. Benny i anger has been matched for
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andres 6s munds, $6. 5o; 631 feeding lambs. a
go with Tommy Mowatt
Sena was severely burned about the 62 pounds. $:,.;m;
zi yearlings, '.5 at 120 pounds, before tin; Ka ainazoo
while attempt Ina to.litnt a fire lmunds, $4.75.
Athletic club.
in the kin ben stove at the home of
Susie N. broke the record for
her pan tits in Santa Fe. Drs. Knapp
trotters at Columbus by
and Diaz were called and after treatStops
Chills.
reeling of two mile heats in 2:10 and
ing the injured pi r! with all the arti2:o:iia, which was within half a bee-eficial means at their call have found
of the world's record.
that In order to save her life they will
have to resort to skin grafting.' The
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
O'KUUX Hiu'.)
physicians will be at their offices ev401
est Railroad avenue. Bell
ery afternoon from 1 o'clock to 3
Cures Cramps.
am v,nr.a
nhonf" htnclf !('.?;.'
i,i
o'clock to take the names of all who
Fresh goods every day.
new-tomb-

N. PEACH & CO.

FROM PARENT TO CHILD REAL ESTATE DEALS R 8
The laws of nnidilj sic invMinnie Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208H

R

....5R
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

on

Free Delivery.

Orders Solicited.

214 South Second Street.

x

x x x x x x x

x- -x

X

u

A. W. HAY DEN

IRRIGATION

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

412

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black
X

X

X

X--

X

X

X

X

X

BY

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
When the Pump
Engine

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

and
are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 6 years. We are Headquarter
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

26S.
X

RANKIN & CO.

The

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

Hendrie

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

I62M639 Seventeenth Street.

DENVER,

COLORADO

J

n

No Unpleasant Effects.
If you ever took De Witt's Little
Early Risers for biliousness or consti
pation you know what pill pleasure Is.
These famous little pills cleanse the
liver and rid the system of all bile
without producing unpleasant effects.
Sold by all druggists.

?

MEN AND WOMEN.
I

4mj.

to

rrwnta

player-manage-

I'm BIk

ru4a.

ftVANSUHEMlCAtno.
CINCINNATI. 0

. A.

TS

jL, j

Jrl

for unnatural
di( ti&rHHa.inflaitiumiiuoa,
irritationa or ujcfiratiotu
f in u con manitiranM.
pauilfM. and not utrin.
nt or noixonuut.
Id by DrncffUU,
or frnt i" plain wmppfT
l" Mprni, prepaid, for
M

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

SPEEDY CURE OF MISS GOODE

,'

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

J.

C02

Mgr.

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

Both Phones

A. E. WALKER,
FIRE

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Raldrldge's Lumber yard.

WE

TOTI A OR API

GRIND

BEBBER.

IIS

7

FRESH

--

barn's

207 W. Gold

MARKET

Avenue

Both

OWN

LENSES

Phone.

For the wonderful help that she has
found Mi.ss t'ora Goode, 35.1 K. Chicago Th 3 Fuehr Undertaking Company
Avenue, Chicago, 111., believes it her
duty to write the following letter for
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
publication, in order that other women
307 West Railroad Arenae.
afflicted in the same way may be
Day or Night
Bits 'Phones.

by us.

COJ

OPTICAL
Gold Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners,

,TRY OUR
MEATS AND SAUSAGES
A Specially Fine Line

UNION

OUR

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescrlbej

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
213
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Bha Is Made Well by Lydla E. Pink.

Vegetable Compound, and
Writes Orate fully to Mrs. Plnkham,

Wholesale liquor and cigar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and ownera and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price L st. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South
First
Street, Alhuquerque, New Mexico.

INSURANCE.

215-21-

BUILT UP HER HEALTH

MELINI & EAKIN,

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

'"""aaMBaasaaawf
Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry work? Try It and see how
durable It la
Notice how long It keeps it finish. We turn out linen
' white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

"Red Wagons'

CO.

,

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates. 18.00:
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. leetn exiraciea witnoui pain,
liOc. All guaranteed.

Two Daily Trains Each Way
VIA

f

i

0
0

anti-priz-

El

Paso and Southwestern System

0

n

ir

ytar-lings-

has-bee-

.

HU-ain-

nd

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

j JWist

Room

Cora Goode

benefited as she was. Miss Goode is
president of the Bryn Mawr Lawn
Tennis .'lub of Chicugo. Hhe writes :

17,

r

nl

lift wecli -

City Market

univn-vui-abl- e

's

bl,

Butter and Eggs
St.

t'

1

ache, bloating (or llatulence), leucor-rhoefalling. Inflammation or ulceration of the uterus, ovarian troubles,
faintnK indigestion, nervous prostration or the blues, should take immediate action V) w ard off the serious consequences, and be restored to perfect
heulth and strength by taking Lydiu E.
l'inkham's Vegetable l'omxjiind.
Mrs rinWb.iin invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has guided
thousands to health. Her experience
is very great, and she gives the benefit
of it to all who stand iu Heed oi vt ikd
tounseV Address, I.; on, Mao.
a,

Rock Island System

N. T. Armljo Building.

Dear Mrs. I'lnkham:
'
John W. Abbott, Prop.
"I tritxl many different rpiiifdit' to try to
build up uiy syLm, which bud Ikx'omih run
mid
dwu from lufe of pi'o-Only thm Boat
hinirs, but nothing fv uiHil to lii ln ma.
MoUmr is a grtmt advocate f I. vim K. l
Compound
for'fuiiiale
tmu
ViiKtble
Meats,
having used it hcro lf hoiuh yiurs ai;a
with frnat succesH. So 1
ttikeit
abl to leoul
ami in Uina than a month I
109 North Second
of bod and out of dotTs. an in three mnnllis
I was entirely well. Hrally I lime uuver flt
so strong una well a 1 bavu since."
No other medicine lias such a record
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
of cures of female troubles as ba.s Lydia
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSE. l'inkham's Vegetable Compound.
FER STABLES
Women who ure troubled with painful or irregular menstruation, back- Horses and Mules bought and ex

changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second istreet, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall: only
Hue w ith a change of stock enroute;
good lips, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 6 a. m. For particulars, ad- drebs W. L. 1 rimble & Co.. asents,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BIXDCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.

0

0
0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

0

Suimlai-and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches,

meals a la carte.

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH WITHOUl CHANGE.
quickest and best line between the Great lakes
The
'
the Mississippi Valky and the I'ucille Coast.

0

flA KN'KTT KINO,

0

Dinlm;

Cars

-

WIDE

Cen.

V. R. STII.ES.
Con. l'asseiijier Agt.

At.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

ooooooo
RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

0

0

o o o

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

0

NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

PAGE

ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT.

a

LOCAL, AND

aP

PERSONAL

314

WEST RAILROAD

Partly cloudy and warmer tonight.
Possibly local showers this afternoon
or tonight.

9
L

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

AYtja

Boy's Shoes
Hoys will lip Ikivs. mill It Is a

Thorp was a youni; man named Folk
Who pave the tluir a polk.
At first the kUty would grin
Whi n Folk was rubbing it In,
Rut now It know it's no j'"lk.

r
We have the
with
racket
the
stands
that
l'!i n:y of comfort thrown In. Made of
wear-di'ing leather, with good, stout
soles; huilt on lasts that aie natural,
Dcat and trim.
If you can't come
yourself, send your hoy to us. We will
fit him properly.

shoo them.

i

if

Mr. ami Mrs. Henry Lochs were
anioiin tin1 Albuquerque people who
went to Las Vegas this morning.
County Assessor (leorge F. Albright
Is among the Albuquerque people taking in the Northern New Mexico fair.
Mrs. Henry Yanow
returned Inst
night from mi extended visit to Los
Angeles and other California resorts.
II. J. Drury. manager of the New
Moxleo Pumice Stone company, was a
passenger for Las Vegas this morn-

foot-ma-

f

Li
M

ing.
9
12!

2i

to

i

to

i

to

The two new residences of George
C. Bowman, on the Highlands, are
about completed, and will soon be occupied.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Howyer are
enjoying a visit from Mrs. Bowyer's
father, 11. S. Grouts, who is herefrom
Los Angeles.
Attorney H. B. Fergusson is In Las
Vegas attending to legal matters and
taking In the festivities of the Northern New Mexico fair,
J. M. Smith, auditor for Fred Harvey, who has been stopping at the
the past week, was a passenger for Las Vegag this morning.
Regular conclave of Pilgrim
No. 3 Thursday
evening,
8 o'clock p. m.
By
September 2S,-a- t
order E. C. J. C. Ferger, Recorder.
Mrs. S. G. Jackson, sister of Mrs.
E. Moon, left this morning for her
home at Webster City, Iowa, after
having spent the summer In the city.
The Women's Missionary Society of
the Congregational church wilt met
with Mrs. W. O. Hopping on South
Edith street, Thursday afternoon at
3 o'clock.
Miss Mary Ward, who has been the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. E. J. Gibson,
the past couple of months, will leave
In a few days for her home at Keats-vllle- ,

$1.25 to $1.65

12
2

$1.40 to $2.00

5'i

$1.65 to $2.25

ooooooo-aooooooooooooo

ooooo-ooo-

GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from F. F.
Trotter's grocery la thorough assurance that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

y

F. F. TROTTER
Kos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

LOVE
THRIVES IX COMFORT

Jl

BUY"

Z

Mo.

HER A

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 27, 1905.

Mexico fair has Wn extended over TERRITORIAL GRAND JURY
till Saturday night en account of the
RETURNS MANY INDICTMENTS
rain, which Interfered with tho festivities yertesday.
Judge B. F. Adam, srand repre- WILL PROBABLY
PRESENT ITS!
FINAL
REPORT
TOMORROW
sentative of the Kniuhts of Pythias
AND
BE
of New Mexico, was a passenger for
DISCHARGED SOMETHING INTERESTING
I.as Vegas this inornim-'-. L. W. Galles
EXIS
PECTED.
and S. K. Newcone r, deleentos from
tho local lodge to the grand lodge,
The territorial grand Jury was still
went up to the Meadow City yesterIn session today, and this afternoon
day,
seven indictments. Warrants
the big general teported
Charles P. Join
Is in tho city were at once Issued upon the Indictmerchant of Santa Ko-of
to visit his wife and daughter, Mrs. ments and placed In the hands
Harry T. Jomimmi.
Mr. Jones, for Sheriff Perfecto Armljo and Under-sherif- f
F. B. Heyn, for service, but up
In this city, and
many years, resi '
late this afternoon no arrests hnd
his old friends hetc intend to show to
Inhim courtesies u hiie ho remains in been made, and therefore, who the asdictments are against cannot be
the city.
certained.
The Woman's Christian Temperance
The Juiy Is nenring the end of Its
Union will meet with Mis. Borden to business and It is expected
It will
morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. A pro submit its final report to thethat
to
gram will be ren H ied commemorative morrow. Although It Is not court
officially
of the life and work of Francis E stated, it Is rumored that Its report
Wlllard. All lueniherf. and visiting will contain eontf surprises, as did
White Ribboneis are cordially invited the report of the Uuited States grand
to be present.
Jury.
A telegram ri elved In the city last
night announced the marriage yesterday at Lincoln. 111., of F. W. Cook, AMERICAN HUMANE SOCIETY
cashier of the local otlice of the
TO MEET IN PHILADELPHIA
Equitable Life Assurance Society, to
Miss Daisy perdue, tit the home Of
The meeting of the American Huthe bride's parents. Mr. Cook's mar- mane
be held in Philariage is a suri'tiso to his Albuquer- delphia Society will 10.
R. W. D. Bryon October
que friends.
an, president of the New Mexico HuHon. W. II. Andrews, delegate to mane society, has been notified
to
congress, writes to Secretary W. A. name delegates to attend the national
Bayer that he expects to return to meeting, and he has written a letter
New Mexico the latter part of this or to Secretary A. B. Stroup, of the New
the early part of next week. During Mexico society,
him to ascerhis eastern stay he has been several tain if any member is to be in Philtimes in Wa .'liington to look after adelphia on the date of the meeting,
New Mexico
affairs before the de- and if so to have htm call nnon htm
partments.
and secure credentials to attend the
Manager W. II. Cheatham, of the meeting.
'
Alvarado, and wife, expect to leave
this evening fc r southern California.
ELKS TONIGHT
They anticipate spending a couple of
meeting of the Alburegular
The
weeks at Los Angeles and Coronado.
Victor Petrossa, a superintendent for querque lodge, No. 461, B. P. O. E.,
Harvey on the coast lines, will man- will be held tonight at 8 o'clock, and
age the affairs of the Alvarado during all members are requested to attend.
R. W. D. Bryan, exalted ruler; Roy
the absence of Mr. Cheatham.
Col. A. Wl Harris, the well known McDonald, secretary.
mine operator, attended the territorial
fair, and then visited the Grand Canyon. The colonel returned this morning, and was accompanied to the city
by Prof. Meyers and two sons, from
Austria,. The professor has been making a tour of the world, and on his
way to New York, stopped over a day
at the Grand Canyon.
B. H. Hubbard, the southwestern
agent of Taylor & Williams, wholesale liquor merchants of Louisville,
Ky., Is here, with
his samples of
"Yellowstone," and of course will do
a good business while in the territorial
metropolis. He called at The Citizen
office, reports business throughout the
district excellent, and says his" healtt)
cannot be improved upon.
Call
Miss Grace Nettleton left this morning for Clyde, Ohio, where she will be
married on Octobed 12 to Roy Powers
Smith, of Detroit, Mich. The marriage
will take place at the home of Der-nioFuller, a cousin of the bride-to-bMr. SmttTj spent some time here
a couple of years ago with a sick
brother. He is at present engaged in
the hotel business In Detroit, where
they will make their home.
The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union will hold an Important meeting
tomorrow arternoon at 3 o clock at the
Belting,
home of Mrs. Borden, 401 South
fc,dith street.' Under the regular buBl
ness of the meeting delegates will ho
elected to offend the annual convn-tloof the union of New Mexico, to
ne neia at J.us Vegas, October 13 to
15. All members are ureed to nTfpnrt
the meeting tomorrooow and bring
their friends.
II
Major J. Wills, a Salvation Army
ifB
officer of twenty years' experience, is
expected to arrive In town tomorrow
evening and will conduct Bpeclal meetings Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
along with the local corps. Saturday
night the Junior soldiers will take
part In special song and recitation.
The major will speak upon the following: "The Child and its TrainC
ing;" "The Y'outh, and its Capabilities;" "The Young Men and Women
A
only
Lunch
Short
Order
$
The
and Their Probability."
Room in thcCity. Fine Coffee
At the Immaculate
Conception
Specialty.
church this morning Prof. Atanaclo l a
216 S, Second St.
i
Montoya, teacher of Spanish at St.
Vincent's academy, was married to
Miss Alice Fairchild, of the Sisters'
THERE IS MONEY
hospital. Rev. Mandalarla performed
the ceremony. The groom Is a neph- In taking subscribtions to The Four
ew of Victor Sals, of Belen, and Mr. Track News, the great Illustrated
Sals and daughter. Miss Ursula Sals, monthly magazine of travel and eduwere In the city this morning to at- cation. A quick seller. Very liberal
tend the wedding. Mr. and Mrs. Mon- teinis. Large profits. Agents wanttoya will take up housekeeping on ed everywhere. White George II. DanEast TIJeras avenue, opposite the Sis iels, Publisher, 7 East Forty-seconstreet, New York, for full particulars.
ters- nospital.
.

"Costly fhy Apparel as
ttiy Purse Will Bear"
OUT Jf

'rienJ'

makes Polonius say tin's to
li is son.
Good advice and
as we have no evidence that
1'olonius was a tailor, we
don't believe he was advertising himself.
However,
nowadays, "costliness" does
not mean "quality," as
evidently implied.
Had he lived in 1905 he
would say:

warn

I'o-loni- us

iSoe! Gutt ftlhe
Simmons

SHea-ir-

a

I

MW

THIS would have been
- KIH
mm
good advice because he
rttOM CO
would get (Juality, Style and Fit at a moderate price.
While he would have a choice of goods ranging fiom $15 to
$40, he would be assured that the $15 suit would have as
much style to it as the high grade, better quality, $40 clothes.
NATHAN

SIMON STERN
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

PLUMBING

I

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

A. H. Wormell, of Antonito,
passed through the city last
night for Prescott, where she will
visit relatives and friends for a few
weeks.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Lead
in
avenue Methodist church will hold a
business meeting In the church parlors Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Election of officers.
Geo. E. Ellis, formerly proprietor of
the Claire hotel, Santa Fe, remains in
the metropolis. He Is here to consult o
specialist, and will probably remain a
couple of days longer.
Attorney W. 13. Childers, who Is one
of the attorneys in the Hubbell conHose,
test case, Is at Las Cruces trying an
Boilers,
important mining suit. He Is expected home tomorrow morning.
Supplies. Write for Prices
The New Mexican says: Mrs. W. H.
Hahn, who has been the guest of her
daughter, Mrs. F. E. Nuding for several days, was a passenger this afternoon for her home In Albuquerque.
Ben All Lounsbery will leave this
evening for New York with William
I
S. Tevia, of Oakland, Cal., who Is in
the city en route east. Mr. Lounsbery
3
South Fint Street J
North FW Strtrt
will be absent from the city a couple
of weeks.
James H. Laurie, formerly of this
city but the past few years located at
Alamogordo in the hardware business,
will remove his stock of goods from
Alamogordo and will soon open up
0004XM
business in El Paso.
Captain W. R. LaLonda and Ad
TO SMOKE
jutant General Louis W. Galles, of
poor cigars when good ones are
the New Mexico National Guard, were
obtainable at the same price Is
passengers for Las Vegas last night
a crime. At every price from 5
to attend the meeting of the' officers of
cents up
CIOAR3
the guard to be held there during the
can be purchased here. This
northern New Mexico fair.
etock la made up of goods that
will certainly please. There's
John W. Hertzler, of Lancaster, Pa.,
something for every man acIs In the city for the day, while en
cording to his taste Imported,
route to Prescott, Ariz., where he
Key West and Domestic Cigars
Mr. Hertzler
will spend the winter.
l,
of excellent quality.
is an old college chum of J. R.
Try the High Life and Little
chief engineer of the AlbuThey're low
Sultana cigar.
querque Eastern railway.
priced, but they're good.
Alfred A. Cohn, city editor of the
Morning Dispatch at Douglas, Ariz.,
M. GUSSAROFFJMistores
Is spending a few days In Albuquerque
3 IIS West Radroad Ave. 107 Sooth Second St.
Cheapest disinfectant Is Hahn's Euon his way to attend the northern
Whitewash your chicken house with
New Mexico fair at Las Vegas. Be- reka lime. Safe and effective.
Hahn's Eureka white Hme.
fore returning to Douglas he will also
make a trip to the Ancient City.'
Ticket Agent Fouts reported this
morning that 200 Las Vegas excursion 0
tickets had been sold up to date. This
number will be swelled to 400 by the 0
close of the week. The Northern New
.
Wm. McINTOSII.
Proprietors
CHAS. F. MYERS.
stockings
for
Cat"
''Black
25c
Our
0
"VIIOL.KKAL,K
women are splendid values. Compare
you
been
grade
have
them with the
getting somewheie else, and we are 0
sure you will find It to your advantage
to give them a trial. All black, or
with white feet, plain or ribbed. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
To get your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; ltadlant Home and Perfection Home Base
Hiirncrs; Mountain Oak and Croat. Western Heaters. The most complete lino in tho city,
stroke. Wa carry many
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
AT LOWEST PRICES.
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wlssj

Mrs.

Colo.,

GAS RANGE

CITIZEN.

a,

Folk's Strolk.

prob-i- )

EVENING

and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed
Our Sample Rooms

See the Gas Man -- Fourth and Gold Avenue

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

FinishloU Fall
House - Cleaning
'

Blift

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,
Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

with a coat of Heath& Milllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find It most satisfactory. Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also bare a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

n

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

CO.

Wj are now open for business, with
a new and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 8outh Fourth street, In
the Gleckler building.
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CARRIAGE

&

F

V

R

Q

nysfe

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to A
HORSESHOEING

9

0

CARRIAGE

A Cor. First Street and TIJeras Road

V
Q

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

CO.

C0t0O0OOC00t0

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We Invite
you to coil and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Uall orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

Boys

OO4OOOOO4O4O40

E

HAYGOOD,

TRIMMING AND

401-40-

H3-U5--

MERCHANTS

d

IRVAN

WHITNEY COMPANY

rf

First 8treet and Marquette

Furniture
Bargains..

Steam Pumps,

Ootilhdinig'
The largest stock to select from ever shown
in the city.
Nobby Blouse Suits,
$3.00 to $0.50
Durable School Suits,
2.50 to 5.50
Young Mens Suits, $7.50, $10, $12 and $15
Two pairs of Pants with $4.50 School Suits.

se1c2o2nds& E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Far-wel-

d

-

0O0O00O0C40

ID.

J. POST

cfc

oooooooooo
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0

HARDWARE

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Now is the Time

QUICK

HOT RI.AST HEATERS.
QUICK

MEAL RANGES.

MIAL

QUICK MEAL

mm

0

QUICK

MtAL

QUICK

Mtl

OUICK

Mtk
Agents for

VUICH

Nif

119 West
Gold Avenue

No. 215
0

OUICK

MIL

i. (

f-

Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition. Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker RuggU-- and Wagons, Eclipse
Mind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

TO

MI At.

West Railroad Avenue

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

